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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
An important part of engineering education is experimentation. 
Employers desire engineers who have practical experience in addi­
tion to theoretical knowledge gained from books and course work. 
However, students interested in robot control may find it difficult 
to gain experience in a university setting. There are two obsta­
cles. The first obstacle is that suitable robots are extremely 
expensive. A large part of the expense can be attributed to the 
cost of controller hardware and software. The second is that 
commercial robots are designed for specific applications and their 
controllers may not be flexible enough to allow experimentation in 
areas of interest to the educational user. 
The purpose of this thesis is to create a controller for a 
specific robot arm. It should be extremely flexible and have low 
cost. A robot controller translate$ the user's commands into the 
physical actions that the robot performs. The controller that has 
been designed and built is based on programmable microcontrollers 
and an IBM PC compatible computer, rather than on custom-bu.ilt 
hardware. Because of this, a large amount of the controller's 
operation can be shifted from hardware, which is extremely difff­
cult to modify, to software, which is easy to modify. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The robot arm system consists of tw� parts: the arm and the 
controller. The arm is a PUMA 250 robot arm which was donated to 
the Advanced Digital Systems Lab (ADSL) with neither a controller 
nor documentation. The controller is made up of two parts: the 
low-level controller and the high-level controller. The low-level 
controller operates directly on the arm. The high-level controller 
interfaces with the user and translates the user's commands into 
simple operations which are carried out by elements of the low­
level controller and cause the robot to take physical actions. 
Feedback is provided from the arm to the low-level controller and 
from the low-level controller to the high-level controller. Figure 
1 shows a block diagram of the system. 
The kinds of operations and communications done by each part 
of the system can be illustrated by an example. For instance, the 
user wants the arm to move from the current position to another 
position which is ten inches away in the X direction. Through the 
user Interface of the high-level controller, the user issues the 
command. The high-level controller converts the real-world coordi­
nates to joint angles. The angles are converted to joint positions 
and the speed at which each joint must move is calculated. The 
command is then sent to the low-level controller, which supplies 
the motors with power to move in the desired direction at the 
proper speed. The arm supplies feedback about its current posi-
tion. The feedback is decoded by the low-level controller which 
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Figure 1. The PUMA robot arm system. 
adjusts the power sent to the motors. The current position is sent 
back to the high-level controller and converted to XYZ coordinates. 
The position is visually displayed to the user, who is informed of 
the successful completion of the task. 
To make the controller flexible, all of the operations of the 
high-level controller and most of the operations of the low-level 
controller are implemented in software. Because of this, many 
changes can be made to the system at no cost other than the time a 
student invests in modifying or writing software. 
The following chapters will explain the operation of the 
controller in more detail. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
THE POMA 250 ROBOT ARM 
The PUMA 250 robot arm is a six degree of freedom robot arm 
which is modeled after the human arm. There are six rotational 
joints and there is a gripper at the end. Within its workspace, 
the arm can put the gripper at any point, with an approach from any 
direction. Figure 2 shows 
the arm and its possible ro-
tat ions. 
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3 .1. Mechanical 
Each of the six joints 
is connected to a de motor 
through reversible gearing. 
The gearing is reversible Figu:re 2. The PUMA robot arm. 
because external forces can 
cause the gears to spin. Reversible gearing allows quick accelera-
tion and fast movement. However, a consequence of reversible 
gearing is that power must be constantly supplied to the motors to 
counteract any external forces acting on the arm. Gravity is one 
of the external forces and is constantly pulling the robot down. 
When the force supplied by the motors is equal and opposite to the 
external forces, the robot will be motionless. When the forces are 
not equal and opposite, the robot will move. In contrast, external 
forces would not cause a robot with irreversible gearing to move. 
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An electromechanical clutch is attached to the shafts of the 
three large motors. When current is applied to the clutch, the 
motor will be free to spin, and the joint can be moved. With no 
current applied to the clutch, the motor will spin only when a 
great deal of force is applied. The force of gravity, due to the 
mass of the arm, will not cause the arm to move. 
The clutches are both a safety feature and useful during 
periods of normal operation. They are a safety feature because the 
clutches will disengage if the power supply fails. Without this 
feature, the arm would collapse due to gravity and could injure 
someone or cause damage. The clutches are also used during normal 
operation to keep the motors from overheating. When the arm is 
held steady for a long period of time, the motors bearing the 
weight of the arm become very hot and could be damaged. By disen­
gaging the clutch, the motors can be shut off and allowed to cool 
until the robot moves again. 
A gripper at the end ot the arm slides rectilinearly to open 
and close. The gripper is opened and closed using compressed air 
which is supplied from an external source and brought to the 
gripper through hoses. Two solenoids control valves which open to 
allow the air to force the gripper to open and close. 
3.2. Feedback 
Digital feedback of arm position is provided by shaft encoders 
which are attached to each motor. Three pulse trains are output 
from the arm. Two trains are used together to indicate the direc-
5 
tion of rotation and the distance of travel. The other train emits 
one pulse per revolution of the motor. 
The pulse trains provide only the relative distance traveled, 
not the absolute position of the joint. A reference position is 
employed to give an absolute position when the robot is first 
powered on. To get to the reference position, the robot must be 
moved into a holster. Because there is only one possible way that 
the arm will fit into the holster, this defines an absolute posi­
tion. All positions are relative to this one. The holster is the 
small black object at the base of the arm in Figure 2. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
LOW-LEVEL CONTROLLER 
The task of the low-level controller is to carry out the 
commands sent from the high-level controller by causing the arm to 
perform actions. The low-level controller consists of six joint 
controller boards and one master controller board. This section 
will discuss the hardware and software used in the boards and the 
method of communications between them. Figure 3 shows a block 
diagram of the low-level 
controller. 
4.1. Joint 
Hardware 
Controller 
Each joint controller 
connects directly to the 
motor and feedback cir-
cuitry of one joint. The 
six joint controllers are 
power outpu 
feedback 
poweroutpi 
feedback 
poweroutp1 
to/from 
Arm 
Joint 
Master controller i ; serial 
1 ' controller link 
Joint 
controller 
4-
;:::�j to/from 
L2w-le:ve:I C:2nlc2lle:c High-level 
Controller 
identical. The circuitry Figure 3. Low-level controller. 
of the joint controller 
can be divided into three parts: the feedback decode circuitry, the 
power output circuitry, and the processor. Figure B.1. contains a 
logic diagram of the joint controller hardware. 
4.1.1 Feedback decode circuitry 
Feedback from each joint of the arm consists of three digital 
pulse trains. The feedback is transmitted from the arm to a joint 
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controller through a shielded cable and attached to the correspond­
ing joint controller board through an eight-pin connector. The 
connection diagram can be found in Figure A.1. 
One of the pulse trains emits a pulse for each rotation of the 
joint's motor. This train is not currently utilized, but is 
brought to the board for possible future use. The other two pulse 
trains will be discussed below. 
Custom-built circuitry is 
required for decoding the feed-
train move_up A 
.o FEEDBACK 
DECODE 
CIRCUITRY move 
back because it changes too train 
train rapidly for the processor to 
down 
decode on its own. The feed-
(fromann) (to processor)
back circuitry decodes the two 
pulse trains and outputs a Figure 4. Feedback circuitry. 
pulse to the processor. The 
pulse can be output on one of two lines. A pulse on one line 
indicates upward movement and a pulse on the other line indicates 
downward movement. The processor counts these pulses and stores 
them as a position. Figure 4 is a block diagram of the feedback 
circuitry. 
The two pulse trains, A and B, are compared with each other 
over time to determine the actual amount and direction of joint 
movement. When the joint is moving in one direction, train A will 
rise before train B. When the joint is moving in the other direc-
tion, train B will rise before train A. When the joint is not 
moving, both pulse trains will remain in a steady-state condition. 
However, a joint may oscillate when there is no net movement. 
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Though there is no net move-
rnent of the joint, the pulse 
trains will not be in a 
steady state. The feedback 
decode circuitry handles this 
case by not sending any pulse 
to the processor or sending 
both pulses to the processor. 
Therefore, no net change will 
occur in the recorded posi-
tion. Figure 5 shows the 
possible cases. 
4.1.2. Power output circuitry 
AJTUUUl... 
B JflJUUl. 
1! time-+ 
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A---+ 
B ----+ 
time-+ 
(c) 
A 
8 
AJ[UUU1. 
•_f:uuu1. 
time-+ 
(b) 
Urns+ 
(d) 
Figure �. Possible feedback cases: 
(a) moving up, (b) moving down, (cl
not moving, and (d) no net movement. 
Traditionally, de motors have been driven with analog volt-
ages. However, it is possible to drive them with digital voltages 
by using a technique called Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) PWM is 
all digital, requires few chips, and is easy to design. 
The PWM relies on the fact that de motors react slowly to 
changes in voltage due to inductance and inertia. The PWM switches 
the output from full voltage (VH ) to zero volts (0 V) at a high 
frequency. A motor will react to this pulse train in a wa,y that is 
similar to its reaction to an analog voltage between V8 and O v. 
The percentage of time in a period that the voltage is at V8 is 
called the duty cycle. A duty cycle of 100% is equal to an analog 
voltage of V8 and a duty cycle of 0% is equal to an analog voltage 
of O V. A duty cycle in between 100% and 0% will be equal to an 
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Figure 6. Analog voltage output vs. PWM. 
t 1 .... 
tln• 
analog voltage between VH and O V. The relation between analog 
voltage and duty cycle may not be linear. Figure 6 shows an 
example of how a PWM output would mimic an analog voltage output 
which is changing over time. 
The power output circuitry 
is extremely simple. A block 
diagram of the output circuitry 
is shown in Figure 7. By using 
PO'"!"er MOSFETs and Pulse Width 
Modulation (PWM) rather than 
BJTs and analog output, the 
chip count is reduced. The 
+24v -24v
I -24v, OV,+24vPWM
Power 
direction
Output 
Circuitry return current 
.Jc_ 
from motor 
-
(from processor} (to/from motor} 
Figure 7. Power output circuitry.
circuitry receives two signals from the processor: the PWM signal 
and the direction signal. The PWM signal is analogous to a voltage 
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amplitude signal in an analog system. The output to the joint 1 s 
motor consists of a positive or negative 24 V PWM signal. 
4 .1. 3. Processor 
The brain of each joint controller is the processor. It must 
count the pulses corning from the feedback decode circuitry, output 
a PWM signal and direction signal to the power output circuitry, 
and communicate with the master controller. An 87C51FA prograrnrna-
ble microcontroller was chosen for this job because it requires no 
extra chips to perform these functions. The PWM generation cir-
cuitry and a serial port exist on chip, and external interrupts are 
allowed. Software is stored on an on-chip 4KB EPROM. Data are 
stored in 256 bytes of on-chip RAM. These features reduce the chip 
count, which reduces the price and size of the unit. The 87C51FA 
is placed in a zero-insertion-force socket for easy removal when 
the user wishes to reprogram the software that resides on chip. 
Figure 8 is a block diagram of the processor. 
4.2. Joint Controller Software 
The main goal of this pro-
TXD ... ., out {1X[)l 
ject has been to create a con-
move_up aerial In (RXD) 
INTO RXD 
toJf,om 
troller which is easy to modi-
B7CStFA maaler controller 
MICROCONTROLLER 
move_down 
INTl 
fy. As a result of using soft- Pl.4 PWM 
ware to control the operations 
dlrec!lon 
Pl.7 
feedback decode 1o 
of the joint, modifications are clm,lby 
power output 
-!by 
easy to make. Programs are Figure 8. The processor. 
ll 
written in MCS-51 assembly language on an IBM PC. To change a 
program, the 87C51FA is removed from the board, optically erased 
using ultra-violet light, and reprogrammed using an EPROM program-
mer. 
The software operations of the joint controller will be 
discussed below. These operations can be changed and others can be 
/ 
added. 
4.2.l. Recording position changes 
An internal register is used to record the current positiun of 
the joint. When the feedback decode circuitry signals "move_up," 
the microcontroller experiences an external interrupt. The inter-
rupt causes execution to switch to an Interrupt Service Routine 
(ISR) 
the 
The ISR increments the internal register. Similarly, when 
feedback decode circuitry signals "move_cl.own," the 
microcontroller interrupts and executes an !SR which decrements the 
register. When an ISR finishes, the processor continues whatever 
it was doing. 
4.2.2. Keeping the joint positioned properly 
The desired joint position is stored in a memory location 
named DES. Every 4 ms, timerl causes an interrupt. When it does, 
the value of the register holding the current position is stored in 
location CURR, which is used in the calculations because it will 
not change during the calculations for positioning, but the current 
position may change at any time during the calculations. 
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A very simple algorithm is used to keep the joint near its 
desired position. The memory location DES is subtracted from CURR 
and the difference is multiplied by a parameter that is experimen­
tally derived for each joint. The magnitude of this number becomes 
the duty cycle of the PWM signal and the sign becomes the direction 
signal. 
4.2.3. Moving to a new position 
The high-level controller decides the new positions and speeds 
for each joint. Three numbers, GOAL, PERIOD, and INCREMENT, are 
sent to each joint, and the joint uses these numbers to change its 
desired position DES. The number GOAL is the new goal and the 
joint should move to it. The numbers PERIOD and INCREMENT are used 
to control the speed. Memory location DES is changed during the 
timerl interrupt which occurs every 4 ms. Memory location COUNT is 
incremented each time timerl interrupts. 
changes with this relation: 
if (COUNT mod PERIOD = 0) 
then 
if (GOAL - DES >= INCREMENT) 
then 
DES= DES + INCREMENT 
else if {DES - GOAL >= INCREMENT) 
then 
DES= DES - INCREMENT 
else 
DES = GOAL 
Memory location DES 
Decreasing the value of PERIOD or increasing the value of INCREMENT 
will increase the speed of joint movement. 
Notice that movement and positioning of the joint are carried 
out independently in the current scheme. This scheme can only be 
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used at low speeds. The movement becomes jerky and unstable at 
high speeds. Modifications of the positioning and movement algo-
rithrns would allow stable high speed motion. To make this possi-
ble, the movement and positioning algorithms may have to be corn-
bined. This can be easily done since they both run as part of the 
timer! ISR. 
4.3. Master Controller Hardware 
The master controller hardware is less complex than the joint 
controller hardware. Figure 9 shows a block diagram of the master 
controller. The main function of the master controller is to 
control the communications in the system. All messages from the 
high-level controller and joint controllers are routed through the 
master controller. The serial port and a switch are used to 
interact with the joint controllers or with the high-level control-
+24v 67C51FA to/from i MICRO CONTROLLER join1s 
TXD 
serial out (OOl 
serial In (RXD) switch
c RXD to/from 
0 open_grlpper + . 
� Pl.5 
select_joints high-level control Pl.6 
� !E .t close..9ripper select_high-lavel 
{" � Pl.4 Pl. 7 .. �o 
engage_clutch 
Pl.3 
ler 
to ann 
Figure 9. Master controlle-r block diagram. 
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ler because the methods of communication are incompatible. The 
master controller hardware also supplies voltage to the solenoids 
that control the opening and closing of the gripper and supplies 
voltage to engage the clutches so that the motors can spin freely. 
Figure B.2 contains a logic diagram of the master controller. 
4.4. Master Controller Software 
The master controller software is mainly involved in storing 
and forwarding the messages that go between the high-level control­
ler and the joint controllers. Since this is a relatively simple 
task and the master controller has little else to do, a busy wait 
loop is used rather than interrupts. 
The software of the master controller follows this sequence: 
1. Wait for synchronization bytes from high-level controller.
2. Receive message from high-level controller.
3. If message is for master controller, goto 7.
4. Send message on to appropriate joint.
5. Wait for joint to reply. Time out if no reply and goto 8.
6. Goto 9.
7. Perform necessary operation. Stora reply. Goto 9. 
8. Store an error message as the reply.
9. Send reply back to high-level controller.
10. Goto 1.
The only operations that the software performs other than communi­
cations are to open and close the gripper and engage and disengage 
the clutch. This simply involves writing a value to certain pins 
of the 87C51FA chip. 
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4.5. Communication Method 
Communication within the low-level controller requires no 
hardware. The microcontrollers are designed to use a serial bus. 
To communicate, the serial ports of many microcontrollers can be 
attached directly to a single wire, which is called the serial bus. 
The configuration is shown in Figure 10. In Figure 10, TXD and RXD 
are, respectively, the transmit and receive pins of the 
microcontroller. When a microcontroller wants to transmit data, it 
transmits if the bus is not in use, or waits if the bus is being 
used. When two microcontrollers attempt to transmit at the same 
time, a collision occurs. Collisions ar_e detected and the 
rnicrocontrollers contend for use of the channel. This is called 
the CSMA-CD protocol and is similar to the Ethernet protocol. An 
implementation of CSMA-CD using 87152 microcontrollers is given in 
[l] and a similar method can be
used for the 87C51FA. 
Another feature of the 
8751 which makes communication 
easier is called the Automated 
Address Recognition (AAR) mode. 
Each controller is assigned a 
unique eight-bit address. Con-
trollers send nine-bit words 
rather than eight-bit words. 
joint joint Jolnt master 
controller controller • • • controller controller 
2 8 
0 
� � � � 
serial bus 
Figure 10. Serial bus configura­
tion. 
When it is high, the ninth bit 
signifies that the word is an address rather than data. When a 
controller is in A.AR mode, it will only interrupt when it receives 
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its own address. However, broadcast modes are also possible. The 
details of using AAR can be found in [2]. 
Using AAR affects communication in two ways. First, control-
lers are not constantly interrupted by messages which are intended 
for different controllers. Second, AAR provides synchronization 
with out using any extra hardware or wires . By starting every 
message by sending the !ecipient's address word with its ninth bit 
high, synchronization will be assured. Any microcontroller that 
has lost synchronization will detect the address word and can take 
corrective measures to restore syn�hronizat�on. Witho�t AAR, extra 
hardware or a method such as character stuffing would be needed. 
The low-level controller currently uses a less complicated 
communications network than the serial bus described above, but 
could be switched to a serial bus by adding several wires and two 
pass transistors. This is important because the characteristics of 
a serial bus would be useful for dynamic algorithms that require 
fast transmission of short messages between the joint controllers. 
Currently, the low-level 
controller employs a master-
slave network. The situation 
is illustrated in Figure 11. 
The master controller decides 
when the joint controllers, 
. jolnt """°''" 
1 
Jolnt Jolrn 
controller • • • controller
2 • 
to/Imm 
hlgh·level 
controller 
which are its slaves, will Figure 11. Current bus configura­
transmit. All communications 
tion. 
from the joint controllers are sent to the master controller, which 
buffers them and sends them to their destination. The joint 
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controllers do not have to communicate with each other and only 
send messages to the high-level controller. 
Because only the master can give a joint controller permission 
to talk, collisions do not occur and the communication protocol is 
simpler. 
A switch is used to allow the master to remove itself from the 
network and communicate with the high-level controller. The high­
level controller is separated from the network because it cannot 
communicate at the high baud rate of the controllers and cannot use 
AAR. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
HIGH-LEVEL CONTROLLER 
The high-level controller consists entirely of software 
running on a personal computer·. Its main function is to translate 
the user's commands into simple operations which can be executed by 
the low-level controller. Its secondary function is to keep the 
user informed of the state of the system. 
5 . 1 . Hardware 
The high-level controller software runs on an IBM PC compati­
ble computer with an 80386SX processor and a coprocessor. 
A PC was chosen over a custom-built controller for several 
reasons. First, PCs are cheap and readily available. Second, the 
PC has a video terminal and a disk drive for storage. Also, a 
tremendous amount of useful software is available. Finally, many 
useful devices such as video boards have been developed for the PC. 
5.2. Oser Interface 
The system uses a menu-based user interface. The user re-
ceives all information through the PC's screen and sends commands 
through the keyboard. 
The interface allows the user to move the joints, open and 
close the gripper, record a motion program, move to a point in XYZ 
coordinates, or move in a straight line or circle. 
Information about the arm 1 s current state and actions is 
displayed on the screen. Information which is displayed includes 
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POMA ROBOT ABM 
JOINT 1 2 3 ' 5 6 
Sll'l'US NO-RESP NO-RESP NO-RESP NO-RESP NO-RESP NO-RESP 
ANGLE +54.94 -90.39 -90. 58 -20. 66 -202.06 -182. 50
ANGLE GOAL +54.94 -90. 39 -90.58 -20.66 -202.06 -182.50
POSITION 32767 32767 32767 32767 32767 32767
POSITION GOAL 32767 32767 32767 32767 32767 32767 
MOTOR powered powered powered powered powered powered 
MAX POW/MOL'l' CG'r 100/004 120/005 140/005 200/008 220/009 180/006 
MAX POW/MOLT DGT 100/004 120/005 140/005 200/008 220/009 180/006 
hand is:OPENICLOSEDIRELEASED brake is:RELFASEDILOCKED 
XYZ coordinates 
COMMANDS: 
DESIRED 
ESC: to stop all activities aod return to main menu 
JOIN'l' 1 2 3 4 5 6 
move up 1 2 3 ' 5 6 
move down q w ' r t y 
o - open gripper p - close gripper release gripper 
0 - change ARM ELBOW WRIST orientation 
1 - lock brake ; - unlock brake x - move to xyz 
v - change orient. vect n - move straight line 
p.x .
p.y . 
p., . 
a.x""
a.y
a.,
s.x
s.y,., . 
n.x • 
n.y 
n., 
z record point Af - all motors on Ak - all motors off 
d - record delay Aa - set start pos Ab - big motors off 
Speed is 5. range is 20(slow) to l(not that slow) 
s - change speed 
, 
ACTUAL 
your command: p, x 
p.y
p.,
a.x ""
a.y
a.' 
s.x =
s.y "",., 
n.x
n.y
n.,
Figure 12. User interface in manual mode. 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
a.coo
0.000 
0.000 
0,000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
a.coo
0.000 
1.587 
-10.892
-8.894
-0.032
-1.000
-0.002
0.977
-0.031
0 .212
0.212
-0,005
-0.977
joint positions, joint angles, desired position, motor status, 
gripper status, position in XYZ coordinates, and orientation. 
Figure 12 shows the user screen. 
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5.3. Modes of Operation 
When the high-level controller program is executed, the user 
is presented with the main menu and given the option of entering 
several modes. 
5.3.1. Manua1 mode 
In manual mode, the user directly controls the actions of the 
robot. Using the keyboard, the user commands the robot to move its 
joints, turn motors on or off, engage or disengage the clutch, open 
or close the gripper, move to a certain point in XYZ space, or move 
in a straight line to a certain point. To return to the main menu, 
the user presses ESC. 
5.3.2. Program creation mode 
To create a motion program, the user chooses program creation 
mode. He is then prompted for a file name to save the program 
under. If the file already exists, the current program will be 
appended to it. The user then is put into manual mode. The user 
uses manual mode to move to points which will be included in the 
program, then presses the "z 11 key to record them. Program creation 
mode will also automatically record speed changes, delays, and all 
other functions available in manual mode. When finished, the user 
exits program creation mode by pressing ESC. 
5.3.3. Running a program 
To run a program, the user specifies a file to read from. If 
the file exists, the controller will execute the stored program. 
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When moving to a new point, the controller will adjust the speed of 
the motors so that each joint finishes its movement at the same 
time. The user can stop execution at any time by pressing ESC 
twice. When the program is finished, control is returned to the 
user. 
5.3.4. Changing joint parameters 
The parameters for the controller are stored in the file 
"jparam.std." When the high-level controller program is executed, 
the parameters are read and joint parameters are sent to the· low­
level controller. In parameter change mode, joint parameters such 
as pulse width modulation period, maximum power output, and timerl 
interrupt rate can be modified for each joint. The new parameters 
can be saved to a file and applied to the joints. 
5.4. Using XYZ coordinates 
Because humans use real-world coordinates, it was decided that 
it is important for the robot to operate in XYZ coordinates. This 
section will discuss how the robot implements movement in XYZ 
coordinates and how the user can access the features. 
5.4.1. Orientation 
For any gripper position, there are an infinite number of 
orientations. The gripper state is defined by four vectors: p, a, 
s, and n, where pis the vector from the base of the robot to the 
tip of the gripper; a is a vector pointing in the same direction as 
the gripper; s is called the sliding vector, which points in the 
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direction to which the grip-
per moves when it opens; and 
n is the normal vector, which 
is orthogonal to both a ands 
and follows the right-hand 
rule from s to a. Figure 13 
shows the vectors. 
5.4.2. The norma1 transform 
One problem of using XYZ 
coordinates is finding the 
gripper's position and orien-
tation when given the angles 
x 
6 
0 
5 .... _,.,,""'·"' .' ·"'-' �._,-,.,..�,·--,·. 
0 • • 4 
of each joint. 
Figure 13. Robot arm showing orien­
The normal tation vectors and all angles at O 
degree position. 
transform converts the angles 
to the vectors p, a, s, and n. The normal transform from [3] is 
used in the program. 
5.4.3. The inverse transform 
A more difficult problem when usin·g XYZ coordinates is to find 
the joint angles when given a position and the orientation vectors. 
This is a problem because there is more than one set of joint 
angles for each position and orientation. Because of this, a brute 
force method of finding the joint angles will take too much time to 
be practical. 
In theory, there are eight possible sets of angles which will 
achieve the desired goal. However, some or all sets may not be 
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legal due to the lengths of the arm segments and the maximum and 
minimum possible angles for each joint. 
Some positions may have an infinite number of joint angle sets 
that are legal. These are called singular situations. These 
situations occur when joints one and three line up so that their 
rotations cancel each other out. For example, in Figure 13, if 
joint one rotates 90 degrees in the positive direction and joint 
three rotates 90 degrees in the negative direction, the position 
and orientation vectors will be the same as they were before the 
rotation. This is a singular situation. 
The configuration of the PUMA robot arm is popular and several 
researchers have developed heuristic methods for finding solutions 
to the inverse transform. I have implemented the method developed 
by Lee and Ziegler [3]. 
The method of Lee and Ziegler requires the user to specify 
three parameters to narrow the set of possible solutions to a 
single solution. The parameter ARM is equal to either LEFT or 
RIGHT. Assuming that the base of the arm is the body, then ARM'. is 
LEFT if it is on the left side of the body. For example, ARM is 
LEFT in Figure 13. ARM is RIGHT in Figure 2. The parameter ELBOW 
is either ABOVE or BELOW. ELBOW is BELOW if joint 4 is below the 
line from joint 5 to joint 2. For example, ELBOW is BELOW in 
Figure 13. Otherwise, ELBOW is ABOVE. The parameter WRIST is FLIP 
o.r NOFLIP. Initially, it does not matter how WRIST is chosen as 
long as the solution is legal. However, when moving in a straight 
line and passing through a certain configuration, the wrist of the 
arm will flip over unless WRIST is changed. This condition will be 
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indicated by the angle of joint 3 changing by 180 degrees while the 
arm position changes only by a small distance (less than one 
centimeter). 
The function inv_transform is called with parameters p, a, s, 
and n. The set of joint angles returned is legal if all angles are 
between +180 degrees and -180 degrees. 
5.4.4. Conversion between angles and joint positions 
Each joint controller records the position of its joint as a 
number between O and 65535. However, to use XYZ coordinates, the 
joint 1 s angle must be known. For joints three through six, the 
angle is dependent solely on the joint position. For joint two, 
due to the nature of the gearing, the angle is dependent on the 
positions of joints two and three. For joint one, the angle is 
dependent on the positions of joints one and two. Since the ratio 
of the gearing used in the arm was not known, the necessary parame-
ters for conversion were determined empirically. 
The equation for finding the angle of joint i when given the 
joint positions is 
angle[i] = (position[i] -
(position[i+l] 
correction [i]) 
offset[i] + 
offset[i+l]) * 
* angfactor[i] 
The equation for finding the position of joint i when given 
the angles is 
position[i] = angle[i] I angfactor[i] -
(position[i+l] - offset[i+l]) *correction[i] 
+ offset [i)
For angles three to six, correction[i] is zero. 
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- ---------------------------- ------ - --
The offset for each joint was determined by placing the arm in 
the position shown in Figure 13 and reading the current positions 
of each joint from the screen. A sight level was used to make sure 
that the link between joints three and four was vertical, the link 
between joints five and four was horizontal, and the wrist was 
vertical. For all six joints, offset [i] was then read from the 
screen of the PC. 
To find angfactor[i], all other joints were held steady, while 
joint[i] was rotated 90 degrees as determined by the sight level. 
The joint position was recorded before and after the rotation. For 
all six joints, angfactor(lJ is 
angfactor[i] = 90 I (new_position - old_position) 
To determine correction[i], joint[i] was placed either verti­
cally or horizontally as determined by the sight level, joint(i+l] 
was rotated with all other joints ·held steady and the change in 
joint position was recorded as change[i+l]. This would change the 
angle of joint i if the gearing were dependent on the position of 
joint i+l. Joint i was then rotated back to its original angle and 
the change in position was recorded as error[i]. For joints three 
through six, error [i] was found to be -zero. For joints one and 
two, correction[i] is 
correction[i] = -error[iJ I change[i] 
5.4.5. Moving along a predefined path 
Many important applications using robot arms require the arm 
to move along a predefined path. It would be impossible to store 
programs for all possible paths that the robot may need. There-
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fore, the robot should be able to move along a path which is 
defined by a three-dimensional function. 
This controller allows such movements by employing a process 
called Point To Point control with Interpolation (PTPI), which 
divides the original path into many segments which closely match 
the original path. The number of segments that the original path 
is divided into determines how closely PTPI follows the original 
path. Dividing into a greater number of segments will mean greater 
accuracy. 
The controller is able to reproduce any function that the user 
programs into the high-lE!vel controller as a C++ programming 
language function. The controller is currently able to move in 
circles and lines. The user specifies the necessary coordinates 
and the number of segments to divide the path into. In the past, 
computers were not fast enough to compute the segments as the robot 
arm moved. This would require storing the locations of many points 
along the path before beginning the move. However, the PC is fast 
enough to compute the points "on the fly" rather than beforehand. 
Figure 14 shows an example of a drawing that the arm made using 
PTPI. 
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. .
Figure 14. Drawing made by robot arm operating in XYZ coordinates. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL 
All communications made by the controller are serial and 
employ packet switching. Currently, all communications begin and 
end with the high-level controller. The communications protocol 
will be discussed in this chapter. 
6.1. High-level to Low-level Controller 
When not performing another task, the master controller waits 
for the high-level controller to send a message. A 19. 2 KBaud 
duplex serial link connects the master controller and the high­
level controller. Character stuffing allows commands to be includ­
ed in the data messages from the high-level controller. The stuff 
character is ASCII character 255 which will be referred to as 
STUFF. When the high-level controller sends STUFF as data, it must 
send STUFF a second time, because the master controller considers 
the reception of STUFF to be the start of a command. Receiving 
STUFF the second time will ensure that the character is treated as 
data. Any other character that follows the first STUFF and is 
different from STUFF will be treated as a command. 
The only command that is currently used is SYNCHRONIZE. When 
the master controller receives SYNCHRONIZE, it will stop trying to 
receive the current message and begin receiving a new message. 
Each message sent by the high-level controller begins with the 
SYNCHRONIZE command. 
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Messages are betWeen three and forty bytes in length and 
follow a specific format. The value of the first byte, byte zero, 
is the length of the entire message including byte zero. The 
second byte is the destination byte. If the destination is the 
master controller, then this byte is zero. If the destination is 
a joint controller, then the destination byte is the same as the 
joint's identification number. The rest of the bytes in the 
message are considered to be data. 
After sending a message, the high-level controller waits for 
a response. 
time. 
It wi 11 time out if the response does not come in 
The master controller will store each byte that it receives 
until it has received the number of bytes indicated by byte zero. 
Then, depending on the destination, it will either send the message 
on to the joint controllers or process the message itself. 
6.2. Within the Low-level Controller 
When the message received by the master.controller is destined 
for a joint controller, the master broadcasts the destination byte 
to the joint controllers using AAR. (AAR is described in Section 
4. 5.) This byte synchronizes the master and joint controllers. 
Then, the entire message is sent to the joint controller. The 
master controller will wait for a response from the joint. If the 
response does not come in time, the master will time out and assume 
that the joint controller is not operating. 
When the joint controller receives the message, it performs 
the actions (report current position, start movement, etc.) indi-
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cated and sends the appropriate response to the master. The 
response message is between two and forty bytes. Byte zero is the 
length, including byte zero. Since the only destination is the 
high-level controller, no destination byte is needed. All subse­
quent bytes are considered to be data. 
6.3. Low-level to High-level Controller 
The last step of the communications process is the sending of 
the response mess-age from the master controller to the high-level 
controller. The response message sent to the high-level controller 
is of the same format as the message from the joint controller to 
the master controller. If the master controller timed out while 
waiting for the joint controller to send a message, it will compose 
an error message indicating a communications failure. Character 
stuffing is not employed for messages sent by the master controller 
to the high-level controller because the two controllers are still 
synchronized by the message sent in the other direction. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
The goal of building a flexible controller for the robot arm, 
which was set at the outset of the project, has been achieved. 
However, there is still room for improvement. This chapter will 
discuss several improvements that may be considered as projects for 
students in ADSL. 
7.1. Floating-point Processor 
One problem with the current setup of the controller is that 
communications between the high-level controller and low-level 
controller are slow and the only floating-point processor is in the 
high-level controller. Because the serial port of the PC is being 
used, communication between the high-level and low-level is limited 
.to 1920 bytes per second in each direction. Algorithms for fast 
arm motion and improved positional control would probably require 
many floating-point operations to decide on the output for each 
motor. Due to the limited bandwidth of the current communications 
link, such an algorithm would not be possible. 
There are several practical solutions to this problem. One 
solution would be to use the parallel port for communications 
between the master controller and the PC. This would not be 
difficult because the master controller has many unused pins on its 
8751 chip. Another solution would be to add, to the low-level 
controller, a board containing a floating-point processor. The 
low-level controller has a maximum bandwidth of about 20,000 bytes 
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per second internally. This would be sufficient for such an 
algorithm. Another solution would be to redesign the master 
controller to be a board which can be placed in the PC bus. In 
this case, the communications would be extremely fast. However, 
this would be the most difficult solution to implement. 
7.2. Vision-based System 
Vision-based systems are becoming more important for manufac­
turing. By using cameras to identify the position and orientation 
of objects, the system becomes more flexible because the use of 
special jigs for exact plac�ment is not necessary. 
The PUMA robot arm system can be easily modified to become a 
vision-based system. Several students have developed boards to 
send video input to the IBM PC. Combining its excellent positional 
feedback with visual feedback, the system could be used for a great 
variety of experiments in robotics. 
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APPENDIX A. 
WIRING AND CONNECTIONS 
The following is a description of the wiring and connections 
used in the controller. 
Each joint controller is 
connected to the robot arm 
through two connectors. An 
eight-pin connector connects 
the controller to the feedback
pulse train. A four-pin ·con-
nectar connects the controller 
to the motor. Figure A.l shows 
the pin diagram for the connec-
tors. The feedback connector 
must always be attached before 
the motor connector is at-
tached. Without feedback, the 
joint controller may supply the 
motor with too much power and 
• 1 •3
•• • 4
4-pln male connector
(power) 
•• •• ••
•2 •• ••
• 1 •7
8-pln male connector
(feedback) 
+Pin eebla wldng 
1:red-NC 
2: black - ground 
3: white - power output 
4: green - motor gnd 
El:DID abll Wldng 
1: NC 
2: NC 
3: blue - no connection 
4: brown -feedback "B" 
5: white - feedback 'C" 
6: gresn -f&edback "A" 
7: NC 
8: NC 
Figure A.1. Joint controller ca­
ble pin diagrams. 
the arm will accelerate out of control. 
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All of the wires coming 
from the controllers converge 
into two fifty-pin connectors 
at the base of the robot arm. 
One connector connects to the 
feedback generation circuitry 
in the arm, and the other con-
1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  17
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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so• • • 
nects to the motors and sole- Figure A. 2. Male SO-pin connec­
tor. 
noids. The connectors at the 
base of the robot arm are labeled FEEDBACK and MOTORS respectively. 
Figure A.2 shows the pin diagram of the male fifty-pin connector. 
The function of each pin is given in Table A.1. In Table A.1, 
the column for a pin with no connection is empty. A pin which is 
connected to ground is labeled "gnd_." 
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TABLE A.1. Pin functions for fifty-pin connectors. 
Pin # Feedback Connector MO'l'OR CONNEC'I'OR 
1 A6 motor6 
2 return6 
3 B6 gnd 
4 motors 
5 C6 returns 
6 gnd 
7 A5 motor4 
8 return4 
9 B5 gnd 
10 rnotor3 
11 C5 return3 
12 gnd 
13 A4 rnotor2 
14 return2 
15 B4 gnd 
16 
17 C4 
18 rnotorl 
19 A3 returnl 
20 gnd 
21 B3 
22 
23 C3 
24 
25 A2 fb power 
26 fb ground 
27 B2 
28 
open_hand 
29 C2 
close_hand 
30 clutch + 
31 Al clutch -
32 
33 Bl encoder 
34 
gnd 
35 Cl encoder 
36 
gnd 
37 
encoder gnd 
38 encoder 
39 
gnd 
40 common 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
encoder gnd 
47 
encoder gnd 
48 
49 
case gnd 
50 
case gnd 
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APPENDIX B. 
LOGIC DIAGRAMS 
The following are logic diagrams for the low-level controller. 
Figure B.1 is the logic diagram of a joint controller and Figure 
B.2 is the logic diagram of the master controller.
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APPENDIX C. 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
Below are the listings of all the software used in the con­
troller. The first six programs are written in the Borland C++ 
programming language and the last two are written in MCS-51 assem­
bly language. 
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II program angles.c 
I*=======-===================================================-===========*! 
I* This file contains functions for conversion between joint positions */ 
I* and angles. *I
l*============================-==========================================*I 
l*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
tinclude <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "jcomm.h" 
extern joint_info joint[7]; 
#-define pi 3 .141592654 
I*- postoangle ----------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Will take a joint position and convert it to an angle in DEGREES. */ 
I* This function works for joints 3-6. Their angle is determined by */ 
I* their own joint position only. (see thesis for more info) */ 
!*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
double postoangle (int id, unsigned int position) 
{ 
double angle; 
angle = (double)position - (double)joint[id] .offset; 
angle *= joint[id] .angfactor; 
return (angle); 
!*-- pos23toangle2 ------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Gets angle of joint two( DEGREES) from the position of joints 2 and 3*/ 
/* because joint 3's position affects the angle of joint 2 */!*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
double pos23toangle2(unsigned int pos2, unsigned int pos3) 
{ 
double angle; 
double temp = (double)pos2 - (double)joint[2] .offset; 
angle = (temp + ( (double) pos3 (double) joint [3] . offset) * 
joint[2].correction) 
* joint[2] .angfactor;
II if (rad) angle *=pi I 180; 
return (angle); 
) 
/*- posl2toanglel -------------------------------------------------------*/
I* Gets angle (in DEGREES) of joint l from the position of joints 1 and 2*/ 
!*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
double pos12toanglel(unsigned int posl, unsigned int pos2) 
{ 
double angle; 
double temp = (double)posl - (double)joint[l] .offset; 
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angle (temp + ( (double) pos2
joint[l] .correction) 
* joint [l] .ang.factor;
II if (rad) angle *= pi I 180; 
return(angle); 
(double)joint[2J.offset) 
I*-- angletopos ---------------------------------------------------------*/
I* Gets the position which corresponds to the angle (given in RADIANS). *I 
I* Works for joints 3-6. *I
l*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
unsigned int angletopos(int id, double angle) 
I 
} 
unsigned int position; 
double temppos = ((360 * angle) I (2 * pi)) I joint[id].angfactor; 
position = temppos + (double)joint[idJ.offset; 
return(position); 
I*-- angle2pos3topos2 ---------------------------------------------------*I 
I* Uses angle of joint 2 (in RADIANS) and the joint position of joint 3 *I 
I* to get the corresponding joint position for joint 2. *I 
I*-----------------------------·-----------------------------------------*! 
unsigned int �ngle2pos3topos2(double angle2, unsigned int pos3) 
I 
unsigned int pos2; 
angle2 = 180 * angle2 I pi; 
double temp = angle2 I joint[2].angfactor; 
• 
pos2 = temp - ((double)pos3 - (double)joint[3] .offset)* joint[2].correction 
+ (double)joint[2].offset;
return(pos2); 
I 
I*- anglelpos2toposl ----------------------------------------------------*/
I* Uses angle of joint 1 (in RADIANS) and the joint position of joint 2 *I 
I* to get the corresponding joint position for joint 1. */ 
l*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
unsigned int anglelpos2toposl(double angle!, unsigned int pos2) 
I 
unsigned int posl; 
angle! = 180 * angle! I pi; 
double temp = angle! I joint[!] .angfactor; 
pasl = temp - ((double)pos2 - (double)joint(2] .offset) * joint[!] .correction 
+ (double)joint{l].offset;
return (posl); 
I*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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II file tf.c 
/* The functions below allow the user to use XYZ coordinates with the PUMA */ 
I* robot arm. */ /* The forward and inverse transforms are from the paper: */ 
I* C. S. G. Lee and M. Ziegler, "A geometric approach in solving the inverse */ 
/* kinematics of PUMA robot arms" in the Proceedings of the 13th Symposium */ 
/* on Industrial Robots, 1983. */ 
/* */ 
I* NOTE: Lee and Ziegler define the joints with joint 1 as the joint that */ 
I* spins the whole arm around and joint 6 to be the hand joint. I define them*/ 
/* the opposite way with the hand as joint l in the rest of the functions. */ 
I* here, we will use Lee's definition */ 
/*=========>==-==='="=======�===============-======--=--========================*/ 
/*--- transform.c ------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
*include "jcomrn.h"
#define A2 8 
#define D4 8 
!define D2 4.8125 
!define D6 6 
#define pi 3 .141592654 
II distance between joint 5 and 4 
II distance between joint 4 and wrist(2,3) 
II distance from center of base cylinder 
II to line extending along the link between 
II joint 4 and the wrist. 
II length from center of wrist joint to 
II middle of gripper surface 
extern joint info joint[?]; 
I*-- dot --------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* Get the dot product of two 3-dimensional vectors. *I l*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
inline double dot(vector a, vector bl 
{ 
return(a.x * b.x + a.y * b.y + a.z * b.z); 
/*-- atan2 ------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Atan2 function is as defined by the paper by Lee and Ziegler. */ I*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
inline double atan2(double top, double bottom) 
I double vect; 
if (bottom != 0)
vect � atan{fabs(top / bottom)); 
else 
vect = pi I 2; 
if (top < 0) { 
if {bottom > OJ 
vect -vect; 
else 
vect = -pi+ vect; 
else if (bottom < O·) 
vect = pi - vect; 
return(vect); 
/*-- cross_
product -------------------------------------�---------------------*/
I* Returns the cross product of two 3d vectors. 
*/ 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
vector cross_product(vector vl, vector v2) 
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vector newvect; 
newvect.x 
newvect.y 
newvect.z 
vl.y * v2.z - vl.z * v2.y; 
vl.z * v2.x - vl.x * v2.z; 
vl.x * v2.y - vl.y * v2.x; 
return(newvect); 
/*--vlength----------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* Returns the length of a line in 3 dimensions. *I 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
inline double vlength(vector vect) 
{ 
return{sqrt(vect.x * vect.x + vect.y * vect.y + vect.z * vect.z)); 
/I return(sqrt{pow(vect.x,2) + pow(vect.y,2) + pow(vect.z,2))); 
l 
I* -- norm trans form ---------------------------------------------------------*I 
/* Does the forward transform for the 6 link PUMA robot converting angles for*/ 
/* the 6 joints (in RADIANS) into position and orientation vectors. */ 
/* From LEE & Ziegle article. */ /*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void norm transform(JAvector jv, vector &n, vector &s, vector &a, vector &p)
{ 
-
double cl,sl,c2,s2,c3,s3,c4,s4,c5,s5,c6,s6; 
double c23,s23; 
c23 
s23 =
cl 
sl 
c2 
s2 
c4 
s4 
cs 
sS 
c6 
s6 
cos(jv.v2 + jv.v3); 
sin(jv.v2 + jv.v3); 
cos(jv.vl); 
sin(jv.vl); 
cos(jv.v2); 
sin(jv.v2) :.
cos(jv.v4); 
sin ( jv. v4); 
cos(jv.vS); 
sin(jv.vS); 
= cos(jv.v6); 
sin(jv.v6); 
double c456 = c4 * cs *  c6; 
double s46 = s4 * s6: 
double tempnl = c23 * (c456 - s46) - s23 * sS * c6; 
double tempn2 = s4 * cS * c6 + c4 * s6; 
n.x cl * tempnl - sl * tempn2; 
n.y sl * tempnl + cl *  tempn2; 
n.z -s23 * (c456 - s46) - c23 * sS * c6;
double tempsl = -c23 * (c4 * cS * s6 + s4 * c6) + s23 * s5 * s6: 
double temps2 = -s4 * cs *  s6 + c4 * c6; 
s.x = cl *  tempsl - sl * temps2; 
s.y sl * tempsl + cl *  temps2; 
s.z s23 * (c4 * cs * s6 + s4 * c6) + c23 * sS * s6; 
double tempal = c23 * c4 * sS + s23 * cS; 
a.x = cl *  tempal - sl * s4 * sS;
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a.y = sl * tempal + cl *  s4 * sS;
a.z = -s23 * c4 * s5 + cZ3 * cS;
double temppl = D6 * {c23 * c4 * sS + s23 * c5) + s23 * D4 + A2 * c2; 
double tempp2 = D6 * s4 * s5 + DZ; 
p.x
p.y
p.z
= cl 
sl 
06 
* temppl
* temppl
* (c23 *
- sl
+ cl
c5 -
* tempp2;
* tempp2;
s23 * c4 * sS) + cZ3 * D4 - AZ * s2;
/*-- inv transform-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* Conve"it position and orientation vectors to angles (in RADIANS). uses */ 
I* three parameters (arm,elbow,wrist} to narrow the solution to a single */ 
/* possibility. From Lee and Ziegler paper. */ 
I* If the function comes to a line where it must take the square root of a */ 
I* negative number, it will stop and return a value indicating that that */ 
/* position and orientation are illegal with that setup of arm,elbow, and */ 
I* wrist. */ 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
JAvector inv transform(vector n, vector s, vector a, vector p6, -
int arm, int elbow, int wrist) 
JAvector joints; 
double vl,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6; //angles for joints 654231 respectively 
vector p; // this is the distance to the wrist joint from the center 
II of the base cylinder at the height of joint 2(joint 5 in my 
II terminology) 
p.x = p6.x - D6 * a.x; 
p.y = p6.y - D6 * a.y; 
p.z = p6.z - D6 * a.z; 
double sqrPx p.x * p.x; //these will be needed multiple times 
double sqrPy p.y * p.y; 
double sqrPz p.z * p.z; 
double sqrD2 �DZ * DZ; 
double sqrD4 D4 * D4; 
double sqrA2 A2 * A2; 
double sqrPxPy = sqrPx + sqrPy; 
double sqrPxPyPz = sqrPxPy + sqrPz; 
II find the angle of joint 6 
II it will be called vl to be consistent with the paper by Lee & Ziegler 
double templ = sqrPxPy - sqrDZ; 
if (templ < 0) { // see if about to take sqrt of negative 
joints.legal= ILLEGAL; 
return(joints); 
double r = sqrt(templ); 
double topl - -arm * p.y * r - p.x * D2; 
double bottoml = -arm * p.x * r + p.y * D2; 
vl = atan2(topl, bottom!); 
/*-- now findvZ -------------------------------------------------------------*/
double sqrR = sqrPxPyPz - sqrD2; 
if (sqrR < 0) { 
joints.legal = ILLEGAL; 
return (joints); 
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double R = sqrt(sqrR); 
double sinAlpha = -p.z IR; 
double cosAlpha = -arm * r IR; 
double cosBeta = (sqrA2 + sqrR - sqrD4) I (2 * A2 * R); 
double tsinBeta = 1 - cosBeta * cosBeta; 
if (tsinBeta < 0) { 
joints.legal = ILLEGAL; 
return (joints); 
I 
double sinBeta = sqrt(tsinBeta); 
double sinV2 � sinAlpha * cosBeta + (arm * elbow * cosAlpha * sinBeta); 
double cosV2 = cosAlpha * cosBeta - (arm* elbow * sinAlpha * sinBeta); 
v2 = atan2(sinV2, cosV2); 
I*-- now findv3 -------------------------------------------------------------*I 
double sinV3 � (sqrPxPyPz - sqrA2 - sqrD2 - sqrD4) I (2 * A2 * D4); 
double tV3 = 1 - sinV3 * sinV3; 
if (tV3 < 0) I 
joints.legal= ILLEGAL; 
return (joints); 
I 
double cosV3 = arm * elbow * sqrt(tV3); 
v3 = atan2(sinV3, cosV3); 
I*-- now findv4 -------------------------------------------------------------*I 
II need to get the z vector of joint 4 
vector z3; 
double omega, K; 
double cl= 
double c2 = 
double c3 
double sl 
double s2 = 
double s3 
cos (vl); 
cos (v2); 
cos (v3); 
sin (vl); 
sin (y'2); 
sin(v3); 
z3.x = 
z3.y 
z3.z 
cl * c2 * s3 + cl *  
sl * s3 * c2 + sl * 
-s3 * s2 + c2 * cJ;
s2 
s2 
* c3;
* c3;
vector cpz3a = cross_product(z3, a); 
double tempOlength = vlength(cpz3a); 
double tempo = dot (s, cpz3a); 
if (tempo != 0)
omega = tempo; II I tempOlength; 
else { 
tempo = dot {n, cpz3a); 
if (tempo== 0) I 
omega � tempO; II I tempOlength; 
I 
else 
omega = 0; 
I 
if (omega >= 0)
K wrist; 
else 
K -wrist;
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double c23 
double s23 
cos (v2 + v3); 
= sin(v2 + v3); 
v4 = atan2(K * (cl * a.y - sl * a.x), 
K * (cl * c23 * a.x + sl *c23 * a.y - s23 * a.z)); 
/* -- now calculate vS -------------------------------------------------------*/ 
double c4 = cos(v4); 
double s4 = sin(v4); 
double 
double 
cosVS = cl *  s23 * a.x 
sinVS = (cl * c23 * c4 
+ (sl * c23 * c4 + cl
vS = atan2(sinVS, cosVS); 
+ sl * s23 * a.y
sl * s4) * a.x
* s4) * a.y - c4
+ c23
* s23
* a.z;
* a.z;
!*-- now calculate v6 --------------------------------------------------------*/ 
double terop6a -sl * c4 - cl *  c23 * s4; 
double temp6b cl * c4 - sl * c23 * s4; 
double ternp6c = s4 * s23; 
double sinV6 = terop6a * n.x + 
temp6b * n .·y + 
ternp6c * n.z; 
double cosv6 = terop6a * s.x + temp6b * s.y + temp6c * s.z; 
v6 = atan2(sinV6, cosV6); 
joints.vl "" vl; 
jo.ints.v2 v2; 
joints.v3 v3; 
joints.v4 v4; 
joints.vs v5; 
joints. v6 v6; 
joints.legal = LEGAL; 
return{joints); 
/*- subcon -----------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* See if the angle is too large or small. If so, then change to be legal */ 
/* or set the legal flag to ILLEGAL. *I/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
double subcon(int idr double vo, int &legal) 
{ 
double vn; 
II convert if angle is too large in either direction 
if (vo > (joint[id] .rnaxangle * pi I 180)) 
vn = -2 * pi+ vo; 
else if (vo < (joint[id].minangle * pi I 180)) 
vn = 2 * pi+ vo; 
else vn = vo; 
II now see if the conversion made it legal 
if ( (vn > {joint [id) .maxangle * pi I 180)) 11 
(vn < (joint[id] .minangle * pi I 180))) 
legal ILLEGAL 
return (vn); 
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I*-- convert --------------- - --------.. -----------------------------------*/
I* Convert all the angles that come ou_t of inv_transform to legal arm ang.:I I* or return ILLEGAL if can't be converted to a legal angle. I
l*------------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
JAvector convert(JAvector old) 
{ 
JAvector con; 
con.legal= LEGAL; 
II to be legal, each angle must be between +pi 
if (abs (old.vl) > pi ) con.legal = ILLEGAL;
if (abs (old. v2) > pi I con.legal ILLEGAL;
if (abs(old.v3) > pi I con.legal = ILLEGAL; 
if (abs (old. v4) > pi I con.legal ILLEGAL; 
if (abs (old.vs) > pi I con.legal = ILLEGAL;
if (abs (old.v6) > pi I con.legal = ILLEGAL;
and - pi
II The joints have maximums and minimums which are not +pi and - pi 
II ,so if the angle is too big or small, then see if it works the other 
II way around. For example if the desired angle is -80 degrees and the 
II minimum for the joint is -60 deg. and the maximum is +300 deg. then rotate 
II to +280 degrees. 
II If it is still illegal after conversion, then set con.legal to ILLEGAL 
con.vl subcon(6, old.vl,con.legal); 
con.v2 subcon(S,old.v2,con.legal); 
con.v3 subcon(4,old.v3,con.legal); 
con.v4 subcon(3,old.v4,con.legal); 
con.vs= subcon(2,old.v5,con.leagl); 
con.v6 subcon(l,old.v6,con.legal); 
return (con); 
/*-- end of file ...... , .. , ........... , , ............. , . , ............ ---*; 
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/*--- output.c ---------------------------------------------------------*/ 
// A bunch of functions that output information to the screen. 
II 
II 
II 
!*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include "jcomm.h" 
extern vector vs,va,vn,vp; 
extern int hand; 
extern int brake; 
extern joint info joint[?]; 
//vectors for XYZ coordinates 
//status of hand 
//status of brake. brake engaged= clutch dis. 
//info about each joint 
I*- setup_screen ----------------------------------------------------------- */
II This function puts the screen in 80*50 color text mode for VGA screen 
II and sets up the non-changing part of ·the user-interface screen. 
!*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void setup screen{) 
I 
-
int upline = '  ';
textmode(C4350); //put in color 80 column 50 line mode for VGA 
textbackground(BLACKJ; 
clrscr{}; 
textcolor(WHITE); 
highvideo () ; 
gotoxy{29,1); 
textbackground(4); 
cpriiltf(" PUMA ROBOT ARM"}; 
II stuff at top of screen 
gotoxy{l,3}: 
normvideo {) ; 
textcolor{WHITE); 
textbackground(3); 
cprintf(" JOINT 
cprintf (" 3 4 
for (int y = 4; y < 15; y++) 
gotoxy(l,y); 
putch {upline); 
} 
l 
5 
for (int x = 20; x < 81; x +=10) 
for (int yl = 4; yl < 15; yl++) 
I 
gotoxy(x,yl); 
putch (upline); 
} 
gotoxy(l,15); 
cprintf(" 
cprintf{" 
textbackground(BLACK); 
textcolor('7); 
gotoxy(3,4); 
gotoxy(3,Sl; 
cprintf{"STATUS"); 
gotoxy(3 1 6); 
textcolor ( 9) ; 
2 
6 
50 
") ; 
") ; 
It) ; 
") ; 
cprintf("ANGLE"); 
gotoxy(3,7); 
textcolor(lO); 
cprintf("ANGLE GOAL"); 
gotoxy(3 1 8); 
textcolor (7); 
cprintf {"POSITION") ; 
gotoxy(3,9); 
textcolor (9); 
cprintf ("POSITION GOAL"); 
gotoxy{3,10); 
textcolor(lO); 
cprintf ("MOTOR"); 
gotoxy (3, 11); 
textcolor (7) ; 
cprintf("MAX POWIMULT CGT"); 
gotoxy (3, 12); 
textcolor { 9-) ; 
cprintf("MAX POWIMULT DGT"); 
II stuff at lower right side of screen. XYZ stuff 
textcolor(WHITE); 
gotoxy(30,66); 
window(Gl,19,80,49); 
textbackground(YELLOW); 
clrscr(); 
gotoxy(Gl,19); 
cprintf(" XYZ coordinates"); 
window(62 1 20,79,48); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
gotoxy(62,22); 
clrscr(); 
window(l,1,80,48); 
gotoxy(62,21); 
cprintf("DESIRED"); 
textcolor(YELLOW}; 
gotoxy(63,22); 
cprintf ("p.x ="); 
gotoxy{63,23); 
cprintf("p.y "'"); 
gotoxy(63,24); 
cprintf("p.z ="); 
textcolor(GREEN); 
gotoxy(63,25); 
cprintf("a.x ="); 
gotoxy(63,26); 
cprintf ("a.y ="); 
gotoxy(63,27); 
cprintf("a.z ="); 
textcolor(RED); 
gotoxy (63,28); 
cprintf("s.x ="); 
gotoxy(63,29); 
cprintf(''s.y ="); 
gotoxy(63,30); 
cprintf("s.z ="); 
textcolor(ll); 
gotoxy{63,31); 
cprintf ("n.x =''); 
gotoxy ( 63, 32); 
cprintf ("n.y ="); 
gotoxy(63,33); 
cprintf ("n. z =") ; 
textcolor(WHITE); 
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gotoxy{62,35); 
cprintf("ACTUAL"); 
textcolor(YELLOW); 
gotoxy(63,36); 
cprintf ("p.x =");
gotoxy(63,37); 
cprintf ("p.y =");
gotoxy(63,38); 
cprintf("p.z =");
textcolor(GREEN); 
gotoxy(63,39); 
cprintf ("a.x =");
gotoxy(63,40); 
cprintf("a.y =");
gotoxy(63,41); 
cprintf{"a.z ="); 
textcolor (RED); 
gotoxy(63,42); 
cprintf("s.x =");
gotoxy(63,43); 
cprintf{"s.y =");
gotoxy(63,44); 
cprintf{"s.z ="); 
textcolor ( 11) ; 
gotoxy(63,45); 
cprintf{"n.x =");
gotoxy(63,46); 
cprintf("n.y =");
gotoxy(63,47); 
cprintf ("n. z =" J ; 
/*-- print stat -------------------------------------------------------*I 
II Will print out the info for one of the joints. 
II The joint is specified by the parameter id. 
l*---------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
int print stat(int id) 
{ 
int xpos = 22 + 10 * (id - l); II the x position is decided by id 
textbackground(BLACK); 
textcolor {7) ; 
gotoxy(xpos,5); 
if {joint[id] .status == 0) 
{ 
textbackground{RED); II if no resp, write in blinking red bkgd. 
textcolor(l28 + WHITE); 
cprintf ("NO-RESP"); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
} 
else 
cprintf (" OK "); 
textcolor ( 9) ; 
gotoxy(xpos,6); 
cprintf("%+6.2f ", joint[idJ .angle); 
textcolor ( 10) ; 
gotoxy(xpos,7); 
cprintf{"%+6.2f ",joint[id] .angle_goal); 
textcolor(7); 
gotoxy {xpos, 8) ; 
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cprintf("%7u",joint[id].position); 
textcolor ( 9) ; 
gotoxy(xpos,9); 
cprintf("%7u",joint[id] .goal); 
textcolor(lO); 
gotoxy(xpos,10); 
if (joint[id].motor == 1) 
cprintf("powered"); 
else { 
textbackground(BLUE); 
textcolor(WHITE); 
cprintf("not on"); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
) 
textcolor(7); 
gotoxy(xpos,11); 
II motor status 
cprintf ( "%03ul%03u", joint [id) .max_power_cgt, joint [id] .mult_cgt) ; 
textcolor(9l; 
gotoxy(xpos,12); 
cprintf ( "%03ul%03u", joint [id] .max_power_dgt, joint [id] .mult_dgt) ; 
return(l); 
I*-- print vectors ---------------------------------------------------*I
II will print the info for the set of vectors n,s,a,p 
II will print them out starting at vertical line given by y parameter l*--------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
void print vectors(int y, vector n,vector s,vector a, vector p) 
{ 
-
textcolor(YELLOW); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
window(l,1,B0,50); 
gotoxy(69,y): 
cprintf ( "%7. 31£", p .x) ; 
gotoxy(69,y+l); 
cprintf ( "%7. 31£", p. y) ; 
gotoxy(69,y+2); 
cprintf ( "%7. 3lf", p. z) ; 
textcolor(GREEN); 
gotoxy(69,y+3); 
cprintf("%7.31f",a.x); 
gotoxy(69,y+4); 
cprintf ( "%7. 31£", a. y) ; 
gotoxy ( 6 9, y+5} ; 
cprintf ("%7. 3lf", a. z); 
gotoxy(69,y+6); 
textcolor(RED); 
cprintf("%7 .3lf",s.x); 
gotoxy(69,y+7); 
cprintf {"%7. 3lf", s .y) ; 
gotoxy(69,y+8); 
cprintf("%7.3lf",s.z); 
gotoxy(69,y+9): 
textcolor(ll); 
cprintf ( "-%7. 31£", n .x) ; 
gotoxy(69,y+l0); 
cprintf("%7.3lf",n.y); 
gotoxy(69,y+ll); 
cprintf ( "%7. 3lf", n. z) ; 
return; 
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I*-- print master stat -----------------------------------------------*/
II Will print out-the status of the gripper{hand) and clutch(brake) 
II 
!*--------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
void print master stat() 
( 
- -
} 
gotoxy (3, 16); 
textcolor(WHITE); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf("hand is:"); 
if (hand=� OFEN) { 
} 
textbackground(GREEN); 
cprintf ( "OFEN") ; 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf (" I CLOSED I RELEASED'') ; 
else if (hand== CLOSED) { 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf("OPENj"); 
textbackground(RED); 
cprintf("CLOSED"); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf("IRELEASED"); 
else I 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf ( "OPEN I CLOSED I 1I) ;
textbackground(BLUE); 
cprintf ("RELEASED") ; 
gotoxy(40,16); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf("brake is:"); 
if (brake== LOCKED) { 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf ( "RELEASED I") ; 
textbackground(RED); 
cprintf("LOCKED"); 
else I 
textbackground(GREEN); 
cprintf("RELEASED"); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf("ILOCKED"); 
I*-- print all stats -------------------------------------------------*/ 
II print eVerything out 
void print all stats() 
( 
- -
window(l,1,80,50); //open whole window. it won't work with 
fl small window sizes 
II convert all the joint positions to angles in degrees 
joint[6] .angle 
joint[S] .angle 
joint[4].angle = 
joint_[3] .angle 
joint[2].angle = 
joint[l].angle 
postoangle(6,joint[6] .position); 
postoangle(5,joint[5] .position); 
postoangle(4,joint[4] .position); 
postoangle(3,joint[3].position); 
pos23toangle2(joint[2].position,joint[3] .position); 
pos12toanglel(joint[l) .position,joint[2J.position); 
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II convert all the joint position goals to angleS in degrees 
for (int qloop = 6; qloop > 2; qloop--) { 
joint[qloop].angle_goal = postoangle(qloop,joint[qloop] .goal); 
} 
joint[2J.angle goal = pos23toangle2(joint[2] .goal,joint[3] .goal); 
joint[l].angle:goal � posl2toanglel(joint[l].goal,joint[2].goal); 
II print the stats for each joint 
for (int ploop = 1; ploop < 7; ploop++) 
print_stat(ploop); 
II print the master stats 
print master stat(); - -
JI get the XYZ coordinates 
JAvector jv; 
vector n,s,a,p; 
II the norm_transform function takes radians, so convert from angles 
jv.vl joint[6].angle * pi I 180; 
jv.v2 joint[5].angle * pi I 180; 
jv.v3 = joint[4].angle * pi I 180; 
jv.v4 joint[3] .angle * pi I 180; 
jv.vS joint[2].angle * p� I 180; 
jv.v6 joint(!] .angle * pi I 180; 
norm_transform(jv,n,s,a,p); // returns the 4 vectors 
II print the current position in XYZ coordinates 
print_vectors{36,n,s,a,p); 
//print the desired position in XYZ coordinates 
print_vectors(22,vn,vs,va,vp);
I*--------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
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I* ---------------------robocom.c ------------------------------------------ *I
I* robocom..c: functions that communicate with the low-level controller *I 
l*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "jcomm.h" 
joint_info joint[?]; 
int hand; 
int brake; 
I*---- parameters for the 
int COMPORT = l; 
int PARITY 0; 
int STOPBITS l; 
int WORDLEN 8; 
int BAUD 19200; 
int TIMEOUT = 10; 
I* ----------------------
static union { 
struct { 
unsigned wordlen 
unsigned stopbits 
unsigned parity 
unsigned brk 
unsigned divlatch 
I initbits; 
char initchar; 
initcom; 
I* ----------------------
void initcomport (void) 
I 
serial port ----------------------------------------*I 
I* COMl or COM2 *I 
I* 0 = none, 1 = odd, 2 = even *I 
/* l or2 *I 
l* 7or8 *I 
I* 1200, 2400, 9600, 19200 *I
I* number of seconds to timeout *I 
the comm port initialization parameter byte ------- * I
2; 
l; 
3; 
: l; 
1; 
initialize the comm port -------------------------- *I 
initcom.initbits.parity PARITY == 2? 3 : PARITY; 
initcom.initbits.stopbits = STOPBITS-1; 
initcom.initbits.wordlen WORDLEN-5; 
initcom.initbits.brk = O; 
initcom.initbits.divlatch = 1; 
outp (LINECTL, (int) initcom.initchar); 
outp (DIVLSB, (int) ( (115200LIBAUD) & 255)); 
outp (DIVMSB, (int) ( (115200LIBAUD) >> 8)); 
initcom.initbits.divlatch = O; 
outp (LINECTL, (int) initcom.initchar); 
/* ----------------------hook serial interrupt vector ---------------------- *I 
II not interrupt driven at this time 
II if (oldcomint == NULL) 
II oldcomint = getvect (COMINT); 
II setvect (COMINT, newcomint); 
II outp (MODEMCTL, (int) {inp(MODEMCTL) I DTR I RTS I OUT2)); 
I I outp {PICOl, {int) (inp (PICO!) & COMIRQ)); 
II outp {INTENABLE, (int) DATAREADY); 
I I outp (PICO O, ( int) EOI) ; 
I* ---------------------- flush old interrupts ------------------------------ *I
inp (RXDATA); 
inp (LINESTATUS); 
inp (MODEMSTATUS); 
/* ---------------------- write a charcter to the comm port ----------------- * I 
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int writecomm (int cl 
I 
while ((inp (LINESTATUS) & XMIT_DATA_READY) 0) 
; 
outp (TXDATA, c); 
return TRUE; 
I*- robot timeout ------------------------------------------------------*I 
I* will w'ait a certain amount of time for the low-level controller to 
send a byte and will return O if byte was received or 1 if not 
*I
l*----------------------------------------------------------------------*I
int robot_timeout()
for (long i = O; i < 200000;i++) 
{if (((int)inp(LINESTATUS} & (int)DATAREADY) != 0) 
return{O); 
if ( (inp {LINESTATUS) & DATAREADY) ! = 0) 
return(O); 
printf("low-level controller not responding"); 
return (OJ; 
I*- comm robot ---------------------------------------------------------*I 
I* This-function communicates directly with the master controller. 
*I
It will send tPe message stored in the send array. the length 
of the message is send[O]. 
It will receive the return message and store it in the receive array. 
returns: 0 if timeout occurred, 1 if communication succeded 
Character stuffing is employed. 
l*----------------------------------------------------------------------*I
int comm_robot(int *send, int *receive) 
int blah = 99; 
int STUFF CHAR 255; 
int STUFF I = 1; 
inp (RXDATA) ; 
inp(LINESTATUS); 
inp(MODEMSTATUS); 
writecomm(STUFF CHAR); 
writecomm{STUFFT); 
II the stuff char 
II synchronize command 
II clear out the serial port before starting 
II send the synchronization command 
II now send the whole message. end of message = send[O] - 1 
for (int send_loop = 0; send_loop < send[OJ: send_loop++) 
writecomrn(send[send_loop]); 
II see if the data character was the stuff char. if so, then send another 
II stuff char. 
if {send[send_loop] == STUFF_CHAR) { 
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writecomm {send[send_loop]); 
II now wait till last byte is done being transmitted out the serial port 
while{inp(LINESTATUS) & XMIT_DATA_READY) ; 
int bbb � inp(RXDATA); I/ clear the serial input port 
int receive_size � 0; 
II message now has been sent. Wait for response message from the master 
II controller. 
if (!robot timeout()) 
receive size = inp(RXDATA); 
else retllrn(O); 
receive[O] = receive_size; 
II wait for 1st byte from master 
II byte has been received 
II receive[O) is the length of the message including receive[O] 
II now receive the rest of the message 
for (int rec loop = l; rec loop < receive size ; rec_loop++) 
if (!robot timeout () ) - -
{ 
-
receive[rec_loop] � inp(RXDATA); 
else 
return (OJ; II if a timeout occurs, then return error 
return (1); II if no timeout, then return success 
} /*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
I* The following communications primitives allow the low-level controller to . *II* carry out functions for the high-level controller. They are matched to a *I/* similar set of primitives in the joint and master controllers. *Il*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*I
I*-- motor_on ----------------------------------------------------------*/I* turn on a motor of joint specified by id *I l*----------------------------------------------------------------------*I
int motor_on( unsigned int id ) 
int send[lO]; 
int receive[lO]; 
send [O] 
send [1] 
send [2] 
3; 
id; 
11; 
II length of message including this byte 
II destination 
II command 
int comm result = comm_robot(send, receive); 
if (comm-result)
joint[id] .motor =  1; II if the attempt worked, then save new status 
return(comm_result); 
I*-- motor off ---------------------------------------------------------*I
I* turn motor off for joint specified by id *I 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
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int motor_off( unsigned int id 
int send[lO]; 
int receive[lO]; 
send[O] 3; /I length 
send[l] = id; // destination 
send[2] = 12; // command 
int comm_result = comm_robot(send, receive); 
if (comm result) 
joint[id] .motor � 0; 
return(comm_result); 
/I if success then store status as off 
I*-- send new goal------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Send the jOint specified a new goal and the parameters to move there */ 
/* at a certain speed. * I /*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int send new goal(unsigned int id, // the joint id 
unSignSd int goal, // the position to move to 
unsigned int speed, // called PERIOD in thesis 
II 
unsigned int percent, 
unsigned int increment 
int send[20]; 
int receive[lO]; 
send[O] .., 
send[l] 
send(2] 
send[3] =
send[4] 
send[S] =
send[6] 
send[7] 
8; 
id; 
13; //command 
goal & OxOff; 
goal>>B; 
speed & OxOff; 
percent & OxOff; 
increment; 
II low byte of goal 
//high byte of goal 
II speed is between O and 255 
II percent is between O and 255 
II increment is between O and 255 
int comm result comm_robot(send, receive); II send the message and get 
II the response 
if {comm result) 
joint[id] .goal = goal; 
return{comm_result); 
II if resp. is good, set new goal 
I*- set_curr_p,es -------------------------------------------------------*/
I* This will set the current position of a joint to the new position */ 
I* specified. *I l*----------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
int set_curr_pos(unsigned int id, 
unsigned int position) 
int send[20]; 
int receive[20]; 
send[O] 
send[l] 
send [2) 
send [3]
send[4] 
5; II length of message 
id; 
14; II command 
position & OxOff; 
= po.sition>>8; 
II low byte of 
II high byte 
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new position 
int comm_result comm_robot(send, receive); 
if {comm result) 
joint[id].position = position; 
return(comm_result); 
//send message and receive 
II response 
!*-- load_joint_pararn --------------------------------------------------*/
I* will send new joint parameters to the joint */ 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int load_joint_param(unsigned int id, 
unsigned int pwm_period, 
unsigned int tl timer, 
unsigned int reVerse_factor, 
unsigned int mult_cgt, 
unsigned int max_power_cgt, 
unsigned int mult dgt, 
unsigned int max_p"ower_dgt 
int send[40]; 
int receive[40]; 
II period of pulse width modµlation 
II period of timerl interrupt 
II reverse factor is the distance 
II that the arm can be deflected in 
II one period of timerl before having 
II power put on full. 
II multiplication factor for moving 
/! in the down direction 
II max. power supplied in the down dir. 
II mult. for up direction 
II max power for up direction 
send[O] 11; // size of message 
send[l] id; 
send[2] 10; //command 
send[3] pwrn_period; 
send[4] tl timer & OxOOff; 
send[5J = tl-timer>>8; 
send[6] = reVerse factor; 
send[7] mult_cgt; 
send[8J max_power_cgt; 
send[9] mult dgt; 
send[lO] = rnax:,Power_dgt; 
int comm result = cornm_robot(send, receive); 
II if it works, then set the global variables to the new parameters 
if {comm result) I 
joint[id].pwrn_period = pwrn_period; 
joint[id] .tl timer = tl timer; 
joint[idJ .reVerse factor - reverse factor; 
joint [id] .mult_cgt = mult_cgt; 
-
joint[id] .mult dgt = mult dgt; 
joint[id] .max_J)ower_cgt =-max_power_cgt; 
joint[id] .max_power_dgt = max_power_dgt; 
return(comm_result); 
/*- report des ----------------------------------------.----------------*/ 
I* get the-current desired position from the joint controller specified */ 
!*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int report_des( int id, unsigned int &des) 
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int send[lO]; 
int receive[lOJ; 
send[O] = 3; 
send(l] = id; 
send[2] = 21; 
int comm_result = comrn_robot(send, receive); 
des = receive[2] + (receive[3]<<8); 
II the desired position 
return(comrn_result); 
/*-- report__position ---------------------------------------------------*/
I* have the specified joint controller report its current position */ 
!*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int report__position( unsigned int id, unsigned_ int &position) 
int send[lO]; 
int receive[lO]; 
send[O] 3; 
send[l] = id; 
send[2] = 20; 
int comm result = comrn_robot(send, receive); 
position = receive[2] + (receive[3]<<8); 
if (comm result) 
joint[id].position = position; 
return(comm_result); 
I*- goal equ des -------------------------------------------------------*/
/* set the sPecified joint controller's goal to the desired position */ 
/*Basically this means to stop. the desired position is an incremental */ 
I* goal and goal is the ultimate goal at the end of the movement. */ 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int goal equ des(int id) 
{ 
- -
int send[lO]; 
int receive(!O]; 
send[O] = 3; 
send[!] = id; 
send[2] =17; //command 
int comm_result = cormn_robot{send,receive); 
retuin(comm_result); 
/*- all joints stop ----------------------------------------------------*/
/* will-stop ail the joints by doint goal_equ_des() for all the joints */ 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void all joints stop() 
{ 
- -
for {int stp = l; stp < 7; stp++) 
goal_equ_des(stp); 
} 
return; 
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I*- most joint stop ----------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* stop "all joints except the one specified by not stop */ 
!*----------------------------------------------- ----------------------*/ 
void most joints stop(int not stop) 
( 
- - -
for (int stp = 1; stp < 7; stp++) 
if (stp != not_stop) goal_equ_des(stp); 
return; 
l 
/*-- get all info ------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* get the cUrrent, position, desired position, whether it is at the */ 
/* goal, and status * / 
!*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int get all info(int id) 
( 
- -
int send[lO]; 
int receive[20]; 
send[O] =- 3; 
send[l] "" id:
send[2] = 22; II command 
int comm_result = comm_robot(send,receive); 
if (comm result) { 
joint[id].positi'on = receive[2] + (receive[3]<<8);
joint[id].goal = receive[4] + {receive[5]<<8);
joint[id] .at goal= receive[6J; 
joint[id] .sta"tus = comm result && receive[l]; 
return(comm_result); 
/*--- open_gripper -----------------------------------------------------*/
/* tell the master contro,ller to open the gripper */ 
I * -----------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
int open_gripper() 
int send{40]; 
int receive[40]; 
3; 
"' 0; 
send(O] 
sen'd[lJ 
send[2] = l; 
int corom result • comm_robot{send, receive); 
if (comm-result) 
hand -;: OPEN;
return(comm_result); 
I*- close_gripper ------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* tell the master to close the gripper */ 
!*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int close_gripper() 
int send[40]; 
int receive(40]; 
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send[OJ = 3; 
send[l] O; 
send[2] = 2; 
int comm_result comm_robot(send, receive); 
if (comm result) 
hand� CLOSED;
return(comm_result); 
!*-- release gripper ---------------------------------------------------*/
I* this meanS that neither solenoid of the gripper will be open. it wil */ 
I* slide freely *//*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int release_gripper() 
int send[40]; 
int receive[40J; 
send[O] = 3; 
send[l] = 0; 
send[2] 3; 
int comm result = comm robot(send, receive); 
if (comm-result) 
-
hand� RELEASED;
return(cornm_result); 
!*- release brake ------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* will cauSe the master to release the brake. (engage clutch) */ 
!*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int release_brake() 
int send[40J; 
int receive[40]; 
send[O] 3; 
send[l] 0; 
send[2] "" 4; 
int comm result = comm_robot(send, receive); 
if (comm result) 
brake-= RELEASED;
return(comm_result); 
!*-- engage brake ------------------------------------------------------*/
I* have master engage the brake so the large joints cannot move. */ 
I* (disengage clutch) */
!*----------------------------------------------------------------------*!
int engage_brake() 
int send[40]; 
int receive[40); 
sendtO] = 3; 
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send[l] O; 
send[2] 5; 
int comrn_result = comm_robot(send, receive); 
if {comm result) 
brake" = LOCKED; 
return(comrn_result); 
!*--------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
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I* ---------------------- jcomm4.c ------------------------------------------ *I 
/* main functions of PUMA robot ann controller system */ I* written in the Boralnd C++ programming language for the IBM PC */ 
/* May 10, 1992 by Victor Tirva */ I* -------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
II 
II 
II 
#include <stdio.h> 
tinclude <stdlib.h> 
tinclude <conio.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <rnath.h> 
#include <io.h> 
#include "jcomm.h" 
FILE *jparam, *posfile; 
extern int hand; 
extern int brake; 
II these are file handles 
II posfile is handle for reading from program 
II hand (gripper) status. It can be OPEN, 
// CLOSED or RELEASED 
// brake {clutch) status. LOCKED or RELEASED 
II LOCKED means clutch is disengaged 
extern j,oint_info joint [7]; //the info for all joints as defined in jcomm.h 
vector vn,vs,va,vp; II vectors n,s,a,p for XYZ coordinates 
int arm orient,wrist orient,elbow orient; -
71 parameters for XYZ inverse transfonn 
II (see thesis for info) 
/*- read jparam --------------------------------------------------------*/
I* this-function will read the parameters for the robot arm system */ 
/* from the file "jparam.std" if prompt is O or will prompt the user */ 
/* for a filename if prompt !=O. It will apply the parameters to the */ 
I* joint controllers * /
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
void read jparam(int prompt) 
I 
-
char jfile[40) ="jparam.std"; 
gotoxy(l,17); 
textcolor(YELLOW); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
if (prompt) ( // let user specify the file to read from 
cprintf("enter the parameter file or <jpararn.std> for standard:"); 
cscanf ("%s", &jfile); 
jparam = fopen(jfile, "rt"); 
II read the parameters for each joint 
I* this is the current contents of jparam.std as of may 10,1992 
255 5 61440 5 90 5 90 33249 -0.084191 0.123646 339.000000 -236.000000 
255 5 61440 6 130 6 130 34146 0.081670 0.2506'93 122.000000 -122.000000 
255 5 61440 6 140 6 140 31681 -0.083410 0.000000 203.000000 -433.000000 
255 8 61440 9 200 9 200 33010 0.061602 0.000000 250.000000 -74,000000 
255 8 61440 9 220 9 220 37091 0.047294 0.000000 72.000000 -255.000000 
255 8 61440 7 170 7 170 35689 0.062457 0.000000 131.000000 -196.000000 
*I
for (int load loop= 1; load_loop < 7; load_loop++) 
I 
-
int sresult = fscanf( jparam,"%u %u %u %u %u %u %u", 
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&joint[load loop].pwm_period, 
&joint[load-loop].reverse factor, 
&joint[load-loop].tl timer, 
&joint[load-loop].rnuTt cgt, 
&joint[load=loop].rnax.]iower_cgt, 
&joint[load_loop] .rnUlt_dgt, 
&joint[load_loop] .rnax_power_dgt); 
if (sresult == 0) cprintf("error reading %s, nothing read.\n",jfile); 
float aa,bb,cc,dd; II temps required by idiotic borlandc++ 
II can't read in a double float from file 
sresult = fscanf(jparam,"%u %£ %£ %£ %£", 
&joint[load loop].offset, 
&aa, &bb, &cc, &dd); -
joint[load loop.].angfactor ... aa; 
joint[load-loop].correction = bb; 
joint[load-loop).maxangle = cc; 
joint[load=loop].minangle = dd; 
if (sresult == 0) cprintf ("error reading %s, nothing read. \n", jfile); 
II now apply the parameters to the joints 
for (int id = l; id < 7; id++) { 
int !result = load_joint_param( id, 
joint[id] .pwm_period, 
jaintJidJ .tl_timer, 
jaint[id] .reverse factor, 
joint[id] .rnult cgt, 
joint[id] .rnax.]iower_cgt, 
joint(id] .mult dgt, 
joint[id] .max.]iower_dgt); 
fclose (jparam); 
I*- jparam apply -------------------------------------------------------*I
I* this fullction will apply the current parameters to the joints */ /*----------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
void jparam apply() { 
for {Tnt id= l; id< 7; id++) 
load_joint_param( id, 
return; 
joint[id] .pwm_period, 
joint[id] .tl timer, 
joint[idJ .reVerse factor, 
joint[id] .rnult cgt, 
joint[id) .max.]iower cgt, 
joint[id].mult dgt,­
joint[id].max...,.Power_dgt); 
I*- jparam_save --------------------------------------------------------*I
I* this function will save the current parameters to the file specified *I 
I* by the user. *Il*----------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
void jparam save() 
I 
-
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----··--------- --·------------··----·-------
char jfile[40]; 
cprintf("\r\n"); 
textcolor(YELLOW); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf("enter the name to save as or <jparam.std> for standard:"); 
cscanf ( '' %s", &jfile) ; 
jparam =- fopen(jfile, "wt"); 
for (int load loop= l; load loop < 7; load_loop++) 
{ 
- -
fprintf ( jparam, "%u %u %u %u %u %u %u ", 
joint[load_loop].pwm_period, 
joint[load loop) .reverse factor,joint[load loop].tl timer, 
joint [Toad loop] .mul't cgt, 
- -
joint[load=loop].max_?ower_cgt, 
joint[load loop].mult dgt, 
joint[load=loop].max_J)ower_dgt); 
fprintf (jparam, "%u %f %f %f %£ \n'', joint [load_loop) .offset 
, (float)joint[load loop].angfactor, // must save as floats rather than 
(float)joint[load=loop].correction, // doubles or error will result 
(float)joint[load loop].maxangle, 
(float)joint[load=loop].minangle); 
fclose (jparam); 
cprintf("\r\n pararnete:i::s have been saved as: %s",jfileJ; 
delay(lBOO); 
/*- jparam change ----------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* will allow the user to change the parameters for a joint. the */ 
I* new paramete:i::s are not applied to the joint immediately, but a:i::e */ 
/* applied uising jparam_apply() */ 
!*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void jparam change() 
{ int id =-6; 
unsigned int max_power_dgt, reverse_factor, pwm_period: 
unsigned int max_power cgt, mult cgt, mult dgt, tl timer; 
char jstr[30J; 
- - - -
char ok; 
clrscr (); 
textcolor(WHITE); 
int gotnum = FALSE; 
while (gotnum == FALSE) 
{ 
cprintf("ENTER the joint number (1 - 6) :");
cscanf("%d",&id}; 
if ((id< 7) && (id> 0)) gotnum = TRUE; 
cprintf("\r\nOld pwmyeriod: %u, enter new: ",joint[idJ .pwmyeriod); 
cscanf("%u",&pwm_period); 
cprintf ("\r\nOld reverse factor: %u, enter new: ", joint [id] .reverse_factor); 
cscanf ("%u", &reverse factor); 
cprintf("\r\nOld tl 'timer: %u, enter new: ",joint[id] .tl_timer); 
cscanf("%u",&tl time'r); 
int dumb= tl timer; 
cprintf ("\i\nOld mult_cgt: %u, enter new: ", joint [id] .mult_cgt); 
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) 
cscanf("%u",&mult_cgt); 
cprintf ("\r\nOld max_power_cgt: %u, enter new: ", joint [id] .max_power
_cgt);
cscanf("%u",&max_power_cgt); 
cprintf ("\r\nOld mult_dgt: %u, enter new: ", joint [id] .mult_dgt) i
cscanf ("%u", &mult_dgt); 
int stupid= mult_dgt; 
cprintf ("\r\nOld max_power_dgt: %u, enter new: ", joint [id) .max_power_dgt);
cscanf ("%u", &max_power_dgt); 
cprintf("\r\n are these parameters ok? "); 
cscanf("%ls", &ok); 
if ((ok == 'y') ll (ok -= 'Y'll 
) 
cprintf("\r\nFarameters recorded\r\n"); 
joint[id].pwrn_period = pwrn_period; 
joint[id).reverse_factor = reverse_factor; 
joint[id).mult_cgt = mult_cgt; 
joint[id] .mult_dgt = mult_dgt; 
joint[id].max_power_cgt = max_power_cgt; 
joint[id] ,max_power_dgt = max_power_dgt; 
joint.[id] .tl timer = tl timer; 
delay (1200) ;-
-
else { 
cprintf ( "\r\nParameters not recorded\r\n") ; 
delay(BOO); 
window(l,1,80,15); 
cprintf("id is : %d",id); 
print_stat {id); 
I*- move_to_goal -----------------------------------------------------*/
/* called by run_program when next entry in motion program file is to */ 
/* move to a new set of joint positions. Will read the new positions *I 
I* from the file specified by readfile. */ 
I* will move all joints at speeds set so that they arrive at their */ 
/* respective goals at the same time. sysspeed specifies the speed */ 
I* of motion. *I 
I*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void move_to_goal( FILE *readfile, int sysspeed) 
( 
long oldgoal[7]; 
long newgoal[7]; 
long difference[?]; 
unsigned int speed[7]; 
unsigned int speedindex[7]; 
int largest= 1; 
double tempspeed; 
int doneproc = FALSE; 
int increment; 
int thespeed; 
unsigned int olddes; 
II code is a mess and should be rewritten 
for (int getdat = l; getdat < 7; getdat++) 
II get the current desired position for each joint 
report_des(getdat, olddes); 
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I I get the new desired pos'ition for each joint from the file 
oldgoal[getdat] - olddes; 
fscanf(readfile,"%D", &newgoal[getdat]); 
difference[getdat] = labs(newgoal[getdat] - oldgoal[getdat]); 
II find the largest difference between old and new 
if (difference[getdat] > difference[largest]) 
largest = getdat; 
II calculate the proportional speeds for each joint relative to the joint 
II which must travel the farthest 
for (int calcspeed = l; calcspeed < 7; calcspeed++) 
if (difference[largest] != 0) 
else 
tempspeed = (double)difference[calcspeed] I
(double)difference(largest]; 
tempspeed � 0.0; 
II horribly convoluted way of arriving at speeds for each joint 
) 
if (tempspeed < 0) tempspeed = -tempspeed; 
speedindex[calcspeed] = tempspeed * 256.0; 
if (speedindex[calcspeed] > 255) speedindex[calcspeed] O; 
for (int sendng = 1; sendng < 7; sendng++) 
if (sysspeed == l) 
increment-= 3; 
thespeed = l; 
if (speedindex(sendng] < (255 I 3) ) 
increment "" 1; 
speedindex[sendngJ *= 3; 
else if (sySspeed == 2) 
increment = 2; 
thespeed = l; 
else { 
increment = 1; 
thespeed = sysspeed - 2; 
II see the file oldslave.asm to see how these parameters are used by 
I I joints 
send new goal {sendng, (unsigned int) newgoal [sendng] , 
- - (unsigned int)thespeed,
(unsigned int)speedindex[sendng],
(unsigned int)increment);
JI this move will be done when when all the joints are at their desired 
II position. it findsout if this is true by polling the joints and checking 
II the parameter joint[] .at goal which will be true when done 
while (doneproc == FALSE) { 
doneproc = TRUE; 
for {int mon = 1; mon < 7; man++} 
get_all_info(mon); 
if (joint[mon] .at_goal 0) doneproc = FALSE;
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/I print out information while waiting for joints to complete their movements 
print all stats(}; 
/I while waTtin'g, see if the user has pressed ESC. 
// if user has pressed ESC, shove the character back into keyboard buffer 
// and stop the joints and return to the calling program 
if (kbhit {)) { 
int check = getch(); 
if (check == 27) { //escape has been pressed 
ungetch(check); //calling program will want to know that ESC 
II was pressed 
return; 
all joints stop(); 
retllrn; 
-
/*-- move to xyz -----------------------------------------------------*/
I* will mOve-the arm to a new position in XYZ coordinates */ 
I* the global orientation vectors vs,va, and vn are used to determine *I
I* the orientation of the arm. * /"
I* *I
I* new cord is the new position. arm, elbow and wrist are *I
I* parameters-that narrow the possible 8 solutios to 1 (see thesis) *I
I* *I/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
void move to xyz(vector new cord,int arm, int elbow, int wrist) 
I 
- - -
int sysspeed = 3; 
unsigned int oldgoal[7]; 
double oldang(7]; 
long newgoal[7]; 
long difference[?]; 
unsigned int speed[?]; 
unsigned int speedindex[7]; 
int largest = l; 
double tempspeed; 
int doneproc = FALSE; 
int increment; 
int thespeed; 
unsigned int olddes; 
for (int getdat = l; getdat <,7; getdat++) 
oldgoal[getdat] = joint[getdat].goal; 
) 
II find the angles for each joint using the inverse transform 
JAvector jvO = inv transform(vn,vs,va,new cord,arm,elbow,wrist); 
if (jvO.legal == ILLEGAL) return; /I if-new position is illegal 
II in this orientation, return 
I/ the inv transform will return each joint as radians between +pil2 
II and -pi72. however the joints maximum and minimum angles do not corresp. 
II to this so convert to correct joint angles and return them in degrees 
II not radians 
JAvector jvl = convert(jvO); 
II convert angles in degrees to joint positions 
newgoal[6J angletopos(6,jvl.vl); 
newgoal[SJ angletopos(S,jvl.v2); 
newgoal(4) angletopos(4,jvl.v3J; 
newgoal[3J = angletopos(3,jvl.v4); 
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II 
newgoal[2] 
newgoal [1]
angle2pos3topos2(jvl.v5, newgoal[3]); 
= anglelpos2toposl(jvl.v6,newgoal[2]); 
II now do exact same stuff as in move_to_goal() 
II 
for (int getdatl = 1; getdatl < 7;getdatl++) 
difference[getdat1] ""labs(newgoal[getdatl] - (long)oldgoal[getdatl]); 
if (difference[getdatl] > difference[largest]) 
largest = getdatl; 
for (int calcspeed = 1; calcspeed < 7; calcspeed++) 
if (difference [largest] != 0) 
I 
else 
tempspeed = (double)difference[calcspeed] I
(double)difference[largest]; 
tempspeed = 0.0; 
if (tempspeed < 0) tempspeed = -tempspeed; 
speedindex[calcspeed] = tempspeed * 256.0; 
if (speedindex[calcspeed] > 255) speedindex[calcspeed] = O; 
for (int sendng = l; sendng < 7; sendng++) 
) 
if (sysspeed == 1) 
increment = 3; 
thespeed = l; 
if (speedindex[sendng] < (255 I 3) ) 
increment = l; 
speedindex[sendng] *= 3; 
else if (sysspeed == 2) { 
increment "" 2; 
thespeed = 1; 
else { 
increment = 1; 
thespeed = sysspeed - 2; 
send new goal{send.ng, 
- - (unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned int)newgoal[sendng], 
int) thespeed, 
int}speedindex[sendng], 
int) increment); 
while (doneproc == FALSE) 
doneproc = TRUE; 
for (int mon = l; mon < 7; mon++) 
get_all_info(mon); 
II trying to stop vibrations in arm, included this kludge for 
II moving in straight lines in XYZ coords. will finish function when 
II all joints are very close to being done 
I 
if (abs((double)joint[mon].goal - (double)newgoal[mon]) > 10) 
doneproc = FALSE; 
print_all stats(); 
if (kbhit ()) 
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int check = getch(); 
if {check -= 27) I //escape has been pressed 
ungetch (check); 
return; 
all joints stop(); 
retUrn; 
-
/*- do line ----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* draW a straigh line from current desired position to the new pos. */ 
/* Will use global orientation vectors va,vn,vs. If not in correct */ 
/* orientation to begin with, will move to new orientation first, then*/ 
I* proceed in a straight line. */ 
I* line will be composed of many small increments. the number of inc-*/ 
/* rements will determine how straight the line is. the more the */ 
I* better. */ 
/* Problem: when moving through certain areas, to keep going in a *I
/* straight line, wrist will flip completely over in the middle of the*/ 
/* move, then continue its movement correctly. This is due to wrist */ 
/* condition changing. To correct, wrist would need to be changed */ 
/* from FLIP to NOFLIP in the middle of the line and kept that way */ 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void do_line{vector newv, double incr,int arm, int elbow, int wrist) 
for (int pp= 1; pp < 7 ;pp++) 
get_all_info(pp); 
II get current XYZ position 
JAvector old; 
old.vl - postoangle(6,joint[6J.goal) 
old.v2 • postoangle(S,joint[S].goal) 
old.v3 postoangle(4,joint[4J.goal) 
old.v4 - postoangle(3,joint[3].goalJ 
* pi I 18 0;• pi I 18 0;
* p� I 18 0;• pi I 18 0;
old.VS pos23toangle2(joint[2].goal,joint[3] .goal) 
old.v6 • posl2toanglel(joint[l] .goal,joint[2] .goal) 
vector n,s,a,p; 
norm_transform(old,n,s,a,p); 
vector curr; 
curr.x = p.x; 
curr.y - p.y; 
curr.z = p.z; 
* pi I 180;
* pi I 180;
II get the distance from current position to end of line for each direction 
double 
double 
double 
double 
lenx 
leny 
lenz = 
length 
newv.x - p.x; 
newv.y - p.y; 
newv.z - p.z; 
= sqrt( lenx * lenx + leny * leny + lenz * lenz); 
II divide the line into many small increments 
double incx 
double incy 
double incz 
lenx I incr; 
leny I incr; 
lenz I incr; 
/I move along in little increments until the line is finished 
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for (int loop = O; loop < incr; loop++) 
curr.x +- incx; 
curr.y += incy; 
curr.z += incz; 
move_to_xyz(curr,arm,elbow,wrist); 
return; 
I*-- do circle -------------------------------------------------------*I 
I* do circle will draw a circle on the table as specified by centerz *I 
/* the vectors vn,va,and vs must be set to be parallel with the floor *I 
I* it will divide the circle into 100 segments so larger circles will *I 
I* be less accurate. *I
l*--------------------------------------------------------------------*I
void do circle(double centerx, double centery, double radius, 
- int arm, int elbow, int wrist)
double xc, ye; 
double centerz = -11.2;
float tempf; 
for (int pl = l; pl < 7 ;pl++) 
get all info(pl);
vector-start_vect;
II move to a spot above the circle 
start vect.x centerx; 
start:vect.y = centery; 
start vect.z = centerz + 2; 
move_t'o_xyz(start_vect,arm,elbow,wrist); 
II draw the circle in small increments 
for (double rangle = 0; rangle < 2.05 * pi; rangle += pi I 100)
xc = cos(rangle) * radius + centerx; 
ye = sin(rangle) * radius + centery; 
vector nnn; 
nnn.x xc; 
nnn.y = ye; 
nnn.z = centerz; 
move_to_xyz(nnn,arm,elbow,wrist); 
II move the arm to a spot above the circle 
vector end vect; 
end vect.x- xc; 
end-vect.y = ye; 
end-vect.z = centerz + .5; 
mov'e_to_xyz(end_vect,arm,elbow,wrist); 
return; 
I*- run _program ------------------------------------------------------*· I
I* will execute a stored motion program *I 
I* will read from optfile if given is true or prompt for a filename *I
l*--------------------------------------------------------------------*I 
void run_program( int given, char *optfile = NULL) 
( 
int currspeed = 5; II default speed 
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unsigned int oldgoal[7]; 
char prog[40]; 
II old goal of each joint 
char *filename; 
FILE *readfile; 
int command; 
unsigned int mono; 
int conunandno = 0; 
window (1,l,60,43); 
if (given) 
filename = optfile; 
else { 
) 
gotoxy (B, 40); 
cprintf("\r\n Name of file:"); 
cscanf("\s",&prog); 
filename = prog; 
int not exists = access(filename, 00); 
if (not-exists) I 
gotoxy(20,40); 
cprintf("\r\n File %s does not exist",filename); 
delay(2000); 
return; 
II file exists 
readfile = fopen(filename, "rt"); 
window (1,18,60,43); 
textcolor(WHITE); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
clrscr(); II user presses ESC to stop execution 
window (1,18,60,43); 
clrscr(); 
window (1,1,60,50); 
gotoxy(l,20); 
cprintf (" Press "); 
textbackground(RED); 
cprintf ( "ESC") ; 
textbackground(BLACK); 
cprintf(" twice to stop program"); 
gotoxy(l,22); 
while (!feof(readfile)) { II loop until entire file has been read 
int resultf"" fscanf(readfile, "%d",&comrnand); 
if (resultf "'= EOFJ {fclose (readfile); return;} 
if (kbhit ()) { 
int check= getch(); JJ check for ESC 
if {check == 27) I JI escape has been pressed 
fclose(readfile); 
return; 
) 
) 
gotoxy(2,42); 
window (1,25,60,43); 
ins line (.) ; 
command.no++; 
cprintf (" %d. ", command.no) ; 
JI will now parse the file 
JI each line is a command number followed by parameters 
JI each command will be printed to the screen as it is executed 
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switch (command) 
case 1: {//move to new position 
cprintf("moving to new point"); 
} 
move to goal{readfile, currspeed); 
gotoiy {2, 42); 
window(l,25,60,43); 
gotoxy (2, 42); 
insline (); 
cprintf("done moving "); 
break; 
case 2: {//open gripper 
clreol () ; 
} 
cprintf ("open gripper "); 
open gripper(); 
break; 
case 3: {//close gripper 
clreol(); 
} 
cprintf{"close gripper "); 
close gripper(); 
break"; 
case 4: {//release gripper 
} 
cprintf ("release gripper "); 
release gripper(); 
break; -
case 5: {//engage brake 
} 
cprintf ( "engage brake ") ; 
engage brake(); 
break;-
case 6: {//release brake 
} 
cprintf("release brake 
release brake(); 
break; -
" ) ; 
case 7: {//turn on motor 
fscanf(readfile, "%u",&mono); 
} 
cprintf("turn on motor %u ",mono); 
motor on (mono); 
break"; 
case 8: {//turn off a motor 
fscanf(readfile, "%u",&mono); 
} 
cprintf("turn off motor %u ",mono); 
motor off(mono); 
break"; 
case 9: {//delay 
cprintf(" begin delay "); 
int deltime = O; 
fscanf (readfile, "%d", &deltime); 
for (int dellp = O; dellp < deltime; dellp++) 
{ 
print all stats(); 
windoW(l,25,60,43); 
gotoxy(2,42); 
textcolor(WHITEJ; 
textbackground(BLACKJ; 
delay(BOO); 
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} 
} 
} 
} 
for { int look = l; look < 7:look++) 
get all info(look); 
got0xy(2, 42); 
cprintf ("-%d delay for -%5d secs. ",commandno,deltime - dellp); 
break; 
case 10: {//change speed 
fscanf(readfile,"-%d",&currspeed); 
} 
cprintf{"change speed to -%d ",currspeed); 
break; 
case 11: {//set the current position 
int mnum; 
unsigned int newcurr; 
fscanf(readfile,"-%d %u",&mnurn,&newcurr); 
set_curr_pos(rnnum,newcurr); 
cprintf("change curr. pos. of %d to %u",mnum,newcurr); 
break; 
case 12: {// draw a circle 
float cirrx,cirry,cirr; 
fscanf(readfile,"%f -%f %f",&cirrx,&cirry,&cirr); 
cprintf{"draw circle at %f,%f of radius %f",cirrx,cirry,cirr); 
do circle{(double)cirrx, {double)cirry, (double)cirr, 
-ann orient,elbow orient,wrist orient);
break;-
- -
case 13: {//draw a straight line 
vector nuprin; 
float xx,yy,zz,linc; 
fscanf(readfile,"%f -%f %f %f",&xx,&yy,&zz,&linc); 
nuprin.x = xx; nuprin.y = yy; nuprin.z = zz; 
cprintf{"drawing a straight line to %£ %f %f",xx,yy,zz); 
do line(nuprin, (double)linc,arm orient,elbow orient,wrist orient); 
br'eak; 
-
- -
case 14: {// move to new position 
float x14,y14,zl4; 
vector vl4; 
fscanf(readfile,"%£ %f %£",&xl4,&yl4,&z14); 
v14.x = xl4; vl4.y = yl4; vl4.z = z14; 
cprintf("move to point %f %£ %£",x14,yl4,z14); 
move to xyz(vl4,ann orient,elbow orient,wrist orient); 
break; - - -
-
case 15: {// enter new vectors 
float xlS, ylS·, zlS; 
} 
fscanf(readfile,"%f %f %£", &xlS,&ylS,&zlS); 
va.x = xlS, va.y = ylS, va.z = zlS; 
fscanf(readfile,"%£ %f %£", &xlS,&ylS,&zlS); 
vs.x = xlS; vs.y = ylS; vs.z = zlS; 
vn = cross_product(vs,va); 
cprintf("entered new direction vectors"); 
break; 
case 16: {//enter new orientation 
float ao,eo,wo; 
fscanf (readfile, "%d -%d %d", &arm orient, &elbow orient, &wrist orient); 
cprintf ("new orientataion %d %d-%d", ann orient, elbow orient:-
wrist_orient); -
-
break; 
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} 
default: {//error condition 
textbackground(RED + 128); 
cprintf ( "error - command not recognized ") ; 
break; 
} 
} 
.return; 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* mov up and mov down 
theSe function's are used by manual mode to move one joint at a time 
When 1,2,3,4,5, or 6 are pressed, mov up is called. If the same key 
is pressed repeatedly, the movement of that joint will speed up up 
to a maximum. If the key pressed is not the same as before, the old 
joint will be stopped, and the new joint will be started moving up. 
When q,w,e,r,t, or y are pressed, mov down does the same thing for 
*I
downward motion 
-
!*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void mov up(int id, int newchar, int old, int &speed) 
{ 
-
if (newchar == old) { 
speed= speed - 2; 
if (speed< 1) speed= 1; 
send_new_goal((unsigned int)id,45000,1,255 I speed,3); 
else { 
speed"' 10; 
most joints stop(id); 
send:new_go'al((unsigned int)id,45000,1,255 / speed,3);
return; 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void mov_down{int id, int newchar, int old, int &speed) 
{ 
if (newcha.r == old) { 
speed= speed - 2; 
if (speed< 1) speed= 1; 
send_new_goal({unsigned int)id,20000,1,255 I speed,3); 
else { 
speed= 10; 
most joints stop(id}; 
send=new_goal((unsigned int)id,20000,1,255 / speed,3); 
return; 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/*-- manual mode -----------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* manual mode will allow the user to manually operate the functions 
of the arm. 
*I
If it was called as program mode (program== TRUE) then it will also 
save actions to the file specified by the user 
The status of the arm is constantly updated 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
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void manual mode(int program) 
{ long numbatgoal = O; 
int motorSold, motor6old, motor4old; 
int bigCooling = FALSE; 
int bigsOff = joint[6J .motor && joint[SJ .motor && joint[4] .motor; 
int allOff = bigsOff && joint[l].motor Ii& joint[2] .motor &Ii joint[3].motor; 
char pfile[40]; 
int mspeed .. 1; 
int done = FALSE; 
int commandchar, oldcc; 
int manspeed = 10; 
FILE *posfile; 
unsigned int des, goal; 
int thedelay, mydelay; 
gotoxy (1, 20); 
window(l,16,60,40); 
textcolor(WHITE); 
textbackground(BLACK}; 
clrscr(); 
window(l,1,60,43); 
gotoxy(l,20); 
II if in program mode, get a file name to save as 
if (program) { 
cprintf{"enter name of program file to save as: "); 
cscanf("%s", &pfile); 
int not exists = access(pfile,00); 
if (not-exists) 
posfile' = fopen(pfile,"wt"); 
else I I if it exists, then append 
posfile = fopen(pfile, "a"); 
window(l,16,60,43); 
clrscr(); 
window (1, 1, 60, 43); 
gotoxy(40,20); 
if ( !not exists) 
cprintf("appending "}; 
cprintf ("file: %s", pfile) ; 
gotoxy(l,20); 
II �et up the manual mode window 
window(l,1,60,43); 
textcolor(GREEN); 
gotoxy(l,20) ,· 
cprintf{"COMMANDS:"); 
textcolor(WHITE); 
gotoxy(l,22); 
textbackground(BLUE); 
cprintf ( "ESC") ; 
textbackground{BLACKJ; 
cprintf(": to stop all 
gotoxy (1, 24); 
textcolor (RED); 
textbackground(7); 
activities and return to main menu"); 
cprintf (" JOINT 1 
textcolor(WHITE); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
gotoxy(l,25); 
cprintf{" move up 1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
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4 5 6 ") ; 
4 5 6") ; 
gotoxy{l,26); 
cprintf ( "move down q w e r t y") ; 
gotoxy(l,28); 
cprintf("o - open gripper p - close gripper release gripper"); 
gotoxy (1, 29); 
cprintf("O - change arm,elbow,wrist orientation"); 
gotoxy(l,30)_; 
cprintf ("l - lock brake ; - unlock brake x - move to xyz"); 
gotoxy(l,31); 
cprintf("v - change orient. vect n - move straight line"}; 
gotoxy(l,32); 
cprintf("z - record point "f - all motors on "k - all motors off"); 
gotoxy(l,33); 
cprintf("d - record delay "a - set start pos "b - big motors off"); 
gotoxy (1, 34); 
cprintf ("Speed is %d. range is 20 (slow) to 1 (not that slow)" ,mspeed); 
gotoxy(l, 35); 
cprintf("s - change speed"); 
gotoxy (5, 37); 
textcolor(YELLOW); 
cprintf("your command:"); 
II wait for the user to press a key 
while (!done) { 
if ( !kbhit ()) 
II if the user does not press a key, get info from the joints and print 
I I to sc·reen 
for (int nokb = l; nokb < 7;nokb++) 
get all info(nokb); 
I 
I* this stuff is to turn off the big motors when the robot is not 
moved for a while. It does not work correctly 
•/ 
if (joint[6] .at_goal && joint[5].at_goal && joint[4] .at_goal) 
if (numbatgoal < 1200) 
numbatgoal++; 
else if ((numbatgoal == 1200) && !bigsOff && !allOff) 
motorSold = joint[S].motor; 
motor6old = joint[6J .motor; 
motor4old = joint[4] .motor; 
bigCooling = TRUE; 
engage brake(); 
delay(lSO); 
motor off(4); 
rnotor-off(SJ; 
motor -off ( 6) ; 
numba'tgoal = 0; 
I 
I 
else numbatgoal 0; 
print_all_stats(); 
gotoxy(20,37); 
I 
else { 
oldcc = commandchar; 
II end motor cooling 
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comrnandchar � getch{); 
II 
// a key has been pressed, see what it is 
// and perform proper action 
II 
switch (comrnandchar) { 
case '1': { //move joint 1 up 
I 
mov up(l,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
brea"k; 
case '2': { //move 2 up 
I 
mov up(2,commandchar,oldcc 1 rnanspeed); 
bre'ak; 
case '3': { //move 3 up 
I 
mov up(3,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
brea'k; 
case '4': //move 4 
if (bigCoolingl 
up 
II more motor cooling stuff 
I 
motor on(4); 
motor-on(S); 
motor-on(6); 
numba'tgoal = 0; 
bigCooling = FALSE; 
release brake(} : 
delay(333); 
mov up{4,comrnandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
bre'ak; 
case '5': //move S up 
if (bigCoolingl 
motor on (4); 
motor-on(S); 
motor-on(6); 
numbatgoal = 0; 
bigCooling = FALSE; 
release brake{); 
delay (333); 
I 
mov_up(S,comrnandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
break; 
case '6': //move 6 up 
i.f (bigCooling) 
motor on(4); 
motor-on(5); 
motor-on(6); 
nwnba'tgoal = O; 
bigCooling = FALSE; 
release brake(); 
delay (333); 
I 
mov_up(6,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
break; 
case 'q': { //move 1 down 
mov_down(l,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
break; 
case 'w': { //move 2 down 
mov_down(2,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
break; 
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case 'e': { //move 3 down 
mov down{3,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
brea"k; 
case 'r': //move 4 down 
if {bigCooling) 
motor on(4); 
motor-on(S); 
motor-on(6); 
numbatgoal = O; 
bigCooling = FALSE; 
release brake() ; 
delay (333); 
) 
mov down(4,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); -
break; 
case 't': //move 5 down 
if (bigCooling) 
motor on(4); 
motor-on (5); 
motor-on(6); 
numbat"goal "" O; 
bigCooling = FALSE; 
release brake(); 
delay(333); 
) 
mov down(S,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); -
break; 
case 'y': //move 6 down 
if {bigCooling) 
motor on(4); 
motor-on(S); 
motor-on(6); 
numbat"goal = O; 
bigCooling = FALSE; 
release brake(); 
delay (333); 
) 
mov_down(6,commandchar,oldcc,manspeed); 
break; 
II all these are basically self-explanitory 
case 'o': { //open gripper 
open_gripper(); 
) 
if (program) 
fprintf(posfile,"2 \n"); 
break; 
case 'p': { //close gripper 
close gripper(); 
if (p"rogram) 
fprintf(posfile,"3 \n"); 
break; 
case '[': {//release gripper 
release gripper();-
if (pro'gram) 
fprintf(posfile,"4 \n"); 
break; 
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case 'l': {II lock brake 
engage_brake(); 
J 
if (program) 
fprintf(posfile,"5 \n"); 
break; 
case ';': { llrelease_brake 
J 
release brake{); 
if (prog"ram) 
fprintf(posfile,"6 \n"); 
break; 
case 'z' :{/I record a point 
all joints stop(); 
if {program) { 
-
I I only in program mode 
fprintf(posfile, "l "): 
for (int recpt = l;recpt < 7; recpt ++) 
report_des{recpt, des); 
fprintf(posfile,"%u ",des); 
J 
fprintf(posfile,"\n"); 
break; 
case 's' :(//change speed for program execution 
all joints stop(); 
window (1, f;-60, 43.) ; 
textcolor(YELLOW); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
gotoxy(4,40); 
cprintf ("enter new speed: "); 
int newspd; 
cscanf {"%d", liinewspd); 
if ((newspd > 0) liilii (newspd < 21)) 
mspeed = newspd; 
gotoxy(4,40); 
cprintf (" ") ; 
if (program) 
fprintf (posfile, "10 %d \n" ,mspeed); 
gotoxy(l,34); 
cprintf("Speed is %d. range is 20(slow) 
slow)" ,mspeed); 
break; 
to 
case 27: {// escape has been hit exit from the function 
all joints stop(); 
done''"' TRUE; 
J 
if (program) 
fclose(posfile); 
break; 
case 6: {// ctrl-f: turn all motors on 
allOff = FALSE; 
bigsOff � FALSE; 
for (int mo = l; mo < 7; mo++) 
motor on (mo); 
if (program) 
fprintf{posfile, "7 %d \n",mo); 
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1 (not that 
break; 
I 
case 11: { II ctrl-k: turn all motors off 
allOff = TRUE; 
for (int moff = l; moff < 7; moff++) 
motor off{moff); 
if (p'rogram) 
fprintf(posfile,"8 %d",moff); 
I 
break; 
I 
case 2: £11 ctrl-b turn big motors off 
bigsOff = TRUE; 
motor off{4); 
motor-off(5); 
motor-off (6) ,· 
if (p'rogram) 
fprintf (posfile, "8 4 \n8 5 \n8 6 \n" l ; 
break; 
I 
case 1: {II ctrl-a set start position 
for- (int scp = 1; scp < 7 ;sept+) 
set_curr_pos((unsigned int)scp,32767); 
break; 
I 
case 26: {II ctrl-z set desired joint position to current position 
for (int c26 = l;c26 < 7; c26++) 
send_new_goal(c26, joint[c26] .position, 
break; 
I 
3, 255, 3); 
case 'c': { II draw a circle on the table top 
double cirx,ciry,cirr; 
window(l,38,59,50); 
clrscr(); 
window(l,l,59,50); 
gotoxy(20,38); 
cprintf("enter x:"); 
cscan£("%lf",&cirx); II enter x,y position and the radius 
gotoxy(20,39); 
cprintf ("enter y: "); 
cscanf ("%1£", &ciry); 
gotoxy(20,40); 
cprintf("enter radius:"); 
cscanf ("%lf", &cirr); 
do circle{cirx,ciry,cirr,arm orient,elbow orient,-
wrist orient") ; 
-
if (program) 
-
fprintf(posfile,"12 %f -%£ %£ \n", (float)cirx, (float)ciry, (float)cirr); 
window{l,38,59,50); 
clrscr(); 
window(l,1,59,50); 
break; 
I 
case 'n': Ill goto new xyz position in a straight line 
vector nuprin; 
double lincrement = 100; 
window(l,38,59,50); 
clrscr (); 
window(l 1 1,59,50); 
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gotoxy(20,38); II enter new xyz position 
cprintf("enter x:"); 
cscanf("-%1£",&nuprin.x); 
gotoxy(20,39); 
cprintf("enter y:"l; 
cscanf("-%1£",&nuprin.y); 
gotoxy(20,40); 
cprintf("enter z"); 
cscanf("%lf",&nuprin.z); 
gotoxy(20,41); 
cprintf ( "enter increment:") ; II 
II 
increment is used for interpolation 
larger increment means more accurate 
cscanf ("-%1£", &!increment),· 
do line(nuprin,lincrement,arm orient,elbow orient,-
wrist_orient); -
if (program) 
fprintf(posfile,"13 %£ -%£ %£ %£ \n", (float)nuprin.x, (float)nuprin.y 
, {float) nuprin. z, (float) lincrement); 
window(l,38,59,50); 
clrscr(); 
window(l,1,59,50}; 
break; 
} 
case 'x': { II move to a new point using XYZ coordinates 
all joints stop(); II not in a straight line -
gotoxy(20,38); 
textcolor(YELLOW); 
cprintf("enter new position: x y z"J; 
vector newv; 
cscanf("-%1£ %1£ %1£",&newv.x,&newv.y,&newv.z); 
vp.x = newv.x; vp.y = newv.y; vp.z = newv.z; 
gotoxy(20,39); 
move to xyz(newv,arm orient,elbow orient,wrist orient); 
if (program)- - - - -
fprintf(posfile, "14 -%f -%f -%£ \n", (float)newv.x, (float)newv.y, 
(float)newv.z); 
break; 
if 
case 'v' : I II enter new orientation vectors for XYZ coordinates 
window(l,45,60,50); 
cl�scr (); 
window(l,1,60,SOJ; 
gotoxy (2, 45); 
cprintf("enter a.x a.y a.z"); 
cscanf("%lf -%1£ %lf",&va.x,&va.y,&.va.z); 
gotoxy (2, 46): 
cprintf("enter s.x s.y s.z"); 
cscanf("-%1£ %1£ %lf",&vs.x,&vs.y,&vs.z); 
vn = cross_product(vs,va); 
(program) 
fprintf (posfile, "15 -%£ %£ %£ %£ 
} 
window(l,45,60,50}; 
clrscr(); 
break; 
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%£ -%£ \n", 
(float)va.x, 
(float) vs .x, 
(float)va.y, 
(float)vs.y, 
(float)va.z, 
(float)vs.z); 
case 'O' : {// enter new arm, ·elbow, and wrist parameters 
window(l,45,60,50); 
clrscr(); 
window(l r l,60,50); 
gotoxy(2,45); 
cprintf ("enter arm elbow wrist:"); 
cscanf("%d %d %d",&arm orient,&elbow orient,&wrist orient); 
if (program) 
- - -
fprintf(posfile,"16 %d %d %d \n",arm orient, elbow orient, 
window(l,45,60,50); 
clrscr(); 
w"rist_orient); -
case 
} 
break; 
'd' : (/ I -record a delay for program mode 
if (program) { 
all_joints_stop(); 
gotoxy(20,38); 
textcolor(YELLOW); 
cprintf("enter time of delay in seconds: 
cscanf("%d",&thedelay); 
fprintf(posfile,"9 %d \n",thedelay); 
gotoxy(20,38); 
textbackground{BLACK); 
cprintf(" 
break; 
} 
default : { II any other key pressed 
II stop all movements all joints stop(); -
br€ak; 
llwhile(!done) 
return; 
") ; 
") ; 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*I
I*- command_loop -----------------------------------------------------*/
I* this is the main menu * I
l*--------------------------------------------------------------------*I
void command loop() 
{ 
-
int done = FALSE; 
setup screen(); 
for (Int start = !;start < 7;start++) 
get_all_info(start); 
print_all_statsf); 
window (1, 18, 60, 40); 
while ( ! done) { 
window (1, 18, 60, 50); 
textbackground(BLACK); 
textcolor(WHITE); 
clrscr () ; 
cprintf (" MAIN MENU\r\n"); 
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r 
cprintf(" 
cprintf(" 
cprintf(" 
cprintf (" 
cprintf (" 
cprintf (" 
cprintf(" 
cprintf(" 
cprintf(" 
options\r\n"); 
1) enter new parameters for a joint\r\n");
2) save the current joint parameters\r\n");
3) apply the current parameters to the joints\r\n");
4) record a program\r\n");
5) run a program\r\n");
6) -manual mode\r\n");
7) exit to DOS\r\n");
your choice:"); 
int resp= getche{) - 48; 
delay{333}; 
switch (resp) 
case 1: { II change the parameters of a joint 
jparam change(); 
break;-
} 
case 2: {
jparam save(); 
break;-
II save the parameter file 
case 3: { II apply the current parameters to the joints 
} 
case 4: 
jparam apply () ; 
break;-
setup screen(); 
manual mode (l);
break;-
} 
case 5: I 
II record a motion program 
II execute a stored motion program 
setup_screen(); 
run_program(FALSE); 
break; 
} 
case 6: {
setup screen () ; 
manual mode ( 0) ; 
break;-
case 7: { 
textmode(C80); 
textcolor(WHITEJ; 
clrscr () ; 
exit(O); 
} 
default: 
break; 
II go into manual mode 
II exit and go back to DOS 
I* Main program --------------------------------------------------------*I
main() I 
II set up global variables 
arm orient = wrist orient = elbow orient 
va.X = 1; va.y = o; va.z = 0; 
vs.x = 0; vs.y = -1; VS.2 = O; 
vn = cross_product(vs,va); 
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1;read_jparam(O); 
initcomport {); 
read_jparam(O); 
setup_screen(); 
command_loop {); 
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/* ---------------------- jcornm.h ---------------------------------------- *I
/* header file for PUMA robot arm controller 
I• ------------------------------------------------------------------------
,extern int 
extern char 
COMPORT; 
*nextin, *nextout;
idefine pi 3.141592654 
Ufdef MSOFT
#define getvect _dos_getvect 
#define setvect 
dos setvect 
lendif 
struct vector 
I 
I ; 
double x; 
double y; 
double z; 
struct JAvector 
I 
/I 3 dimensional vector structure 
II structure containing joint angles 
•1
•I
double vl; 
double v2; 
double v3; 
double v4; 
double vS; 
double v6; 
int legal; 
//angle of joint 6 the XYZ algorithims define their 
I; 
II 5 joints differently than me 
II 4 
II 3
I I 2
II 1
II is this configuration legal TRUE or FALSE 
#define LEGAL 1 
#define ILLEGAL O 
struct joint info 
I 
- II information for each joint 
I ; 
unsigned int position; 
float angle; 
int status; 
unsigned int goal; 
float angle_goal; 
unsigned int pwm_;period; 
unsigned int reverse_factor; 
unsigned int mult_cgt; 
max_power_cgt; 
mult dgt; 
max_Fower_dgt; 
speed; 
II joint position 
!/ joint angle in degrees 
II 
II position goal 
II goal in degrees 
II parameter for pulse width modulation 
! I period
II will cause full motor power when
// shoved this far during 1 timerl period
II multiplication factor for desired
II position less than current
II max power when des. less than current
// mult factor des gt. current
II max power des. gt. current
II joint positional goal
/! not used 
II parameter for timer! period 
unsigned int 
unsigned int 
unsigned int 
int at goal; 
unsign'ed int 
unsigned int 
unsigned int 
unsigned int 
tl timer; 
mo'tor; 
offset; 
II when motor on, TRUE, else FALSE 
// subtracting offset from position will adjust 
for angles II 
double 
double 
angfactor; 
correction; 
double maxangle; 
double minangle; 
II rnult to offset position and will give angle 
II will correct joint 2's angle measure 
//maximum positive angle that joint can acheive 
//max angle in negative direction 
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#define OPEN 
ldefine RELEASED 
#define CLOSED 
#define LOCKED 
0 
1 
2 
2 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*! 
void setup screen(); 
int print_Stat{int ); 
void print all stats(); 
void print:master_stat(); 
int motor on(unsigned int); 
int motor-off{unsigned int); 
int send riew goal(unsigned int, 
- - unsigned int,unsigned int,unsigned int,unsigned int);
int set curr_pos(unsigned int,unsigned int); 
int load_joint_param(unsigned int,unsigned int,unsigned int, 
unsigned int,unsigned int,un.signed int, 
unsigned int,unsigned int); 
int report des( int,unsigned int&); 
int report�osition(unsigned int,unsigned int &); 
int open gripper(); 
int close gripper(); 
int releaSe gripper(); 
int release-brake(); 
int engage brake(); 
int get all info(int); 
int goal e(JU des(int); 
void all-joirits stop(); 
void most_jointS_stop(int); 
double postoangle(int, unsigned int}; 
double pos23toangle2(unsigned int, unsigned int); 
double pos12toanglel(unsigned int, unsigned int); 
unsigned int angletopos(int, double); 
unsigned int angle2pos3topos2(double, unsigned int); 
unsigned int anglelpos2toposl(double, unsigned int); 
int xyzbig_to_pos(double, double, double, unsigned int &, unsigned int&, 
unsigned int &, vector &); 
double atan2(double, double); 
void norm transforrn(JAvector, vecto� &, vector &, vector &, vector &); 
JAvector Inv_transform(vector, vector, vector, vector, int, int, int); 
vector cross_product(vector,vector); 
JAvector convert(JAvector); 
/* ---------------------- serial prototypes ------------------------------- */ 
void initcomport (void); 
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int writecomrn (int); I* ---------------------- timer prototypes -------------------------------- *I
/* ----------------------macros ------------------------------------------ *I
idefine comstat () (inp (LINESTATUS)) 
#define input_char_ready() (nextin != nextout) 
idefine timed out() (ticker == 0) 
#define set timer (secs) (ticker = secs * 182 I 10 + 1) 
idefine XON- 17 
#define XOFF 19 
/* ---------------------- serial port addresses --------------------------- */ 
/* - 8250 UART base port address: COMl = 3F8, COM2 = 2F8 - */ 
#define BASEPORT (Ox3f8- ( (COMPORT-1) <<. 8)) 
fdefine TXDATA BASEPORT 
#define RXDATA BASEPORT 
#define DIVLSB BASEPORT 
#define DIVMSB {BASEPORT+l) 
#define INTENABLE (BASEPORT+l) 
#define INTIDENT (BASEPORT+2) 
#define LINECTL (BASEPORT+3) 
#define MODEMCTL (BASEPORT+4) 
#define LINESTATUS (BASEPORT+S) 
#define MODEMSTATUS (BASEPORT+6) 
/* ---------------------- serial interrupt stuff -------------------------- */ 
#define IRQ (4 - (COMPORT-1)) 
!define COMINT (12 - {COMPORT-1)) 
#define COMIRQ (- (1 << IRQ)) 
#define PICOl (Ox21J 
#define PICOO (Ox20) 
#define EOI (Ox20) 
#define TIMER {Oxlc) 
/* ---------------------- line status register values --------------------- *I
#define XMIT DATA READY (Ox20) 
/* ---------=----=-------modem control register values ------------------- */ 
!define DTR 1 
#define RTS 2 
fdefine OUT2 8 
/* ----------------------interrupt enable register signals --------------- */ 
#define DATAREADY 1 
I* ---------------------- serial input interrupt buffer ------------------- */ 
#define BUFSIZE 1024 
#define SAFETYLEVEL (BUFSIZE / 4) 
#define THRESHOLD (SAFETYLEVEL * 3) 
#ifndef TRUE 
#define TRUE l 
#define FALSE O 
#endif 
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; program newm4.asm 
·*************************************************************************' 
; Master microcontroller 
; control program 
; 
; this program runs on the 87c5lfa installed in the master controller 
; board of the PUMA 250 robot arm system designed by Victor Tirva 
for the Advanced Digital Systems Lab, rm. 260 Everitt Lab. 
;----------------------------- 01/25/92 
; DEFINE THE SPECIAL REGISTERS FOR THE 87C51FA 
; 
; the purposes of these registers can be found in the Intel 8-bit 
Microcontroller Handbook 
econ equ Od8h 
cmod equ Od9h 
ch equ Of9h 
ccapOh equ Ofah 
ccaplh equ Ofbh 
ccap2h equ Ofch 
ccap3h equ Ofdh 
ccap4h equ Ofeh 
cl equ Oe9h 
ccapOl equ Oeah 
ccapll equ Oebh 
ccap21 equ Dech 
ccap3l equ Oedh 
ccap41 equ Oeeh 
ccapmO equ Odah 
ccapml equ Odbh 
ccapm2 equ Odeh 
ccapm3 equ Oddh 
ccapm4 equ Odeh 
t2mod equ Oc9h 
t2con equ Oc8h 
rcap21 equ Ocah 
rcap2h equ Ocbh ;------------------------------------------------· ---------------------------
DEFINE VARIABLES 
; 
grip closed equ 60d 
grip-open equ Gld 
brak'e_released equ 62d 
byte_left equ 63d 
tempz equ 64d 
temp equ 065d 
;true if gripper is closed 
;true if gripper is open 
;true if brake is released 
; (in thesis) true means clutch is engaged 
;number of bytes left to send or receive 
;for current message 
;temporary variables used in various places 
;in the program ;---------------------------------------------------------------------------
DEFINE CONSTANTS 
; 
all constants in the program are in capitol letters 
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JBAUDH equ Offh ;high byte for baud used for comm with joints 
JBAUDL equ Of6h ; low byte 
PCBAUDH equ Offh ;high byte for baud used to comm with PC 
PCBAUDL equ Oeeh ;low byte 
;******************************************* 
at 11.059 MHz, to 
19.2Kbit ffee 
1200 = feeO 
38.4k = fff7 
get baud 
9600 = .ffdc 
4800 = ffb8 
35k = fff6 
STUFF_CHAR equ 0255d 
MESG_DEST equ 020ld 
MASTER ADDR 
COMMAND equ 
FAILURE equ 
SUCCESS equ 
ARRAY_START 
equ Od 
0202d 
Od 
099d 
equ 0200d 
;character stuffing is used for communications 
;with the PC. ff is the stuff character 
;destination address to route message to 
;legal values are O - 7. (0 is master) 
;address of master controller board 
;if message is to the master, this is the 
;location where the command byte will be 
;when responding, this number signifies a failure 
;when responding, this means success 
;this location is the start of the array that 
;holds the message to send or be received 
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
;+ START OF MAIN PROGRAM 
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
org OOh ;execution starts at this location 
jmp begin 
org 300h 
begin: 
mov sp, -#0129d 
setup: 
mov scon, JtOdOh 
mov rcap2h, #PCBAUDH 
mov rcap21, #PCBAUDL 
mov t2con, #-34h 
;put stack pointer in indirect memory 
;set up serial port to use timer2 for baud 
;put baud value for communication with PC 
;set up starting state of the master's functions 
;gripper is released 
mov grip closed, #OOh 
setb pl.4 
mov grip open, #OOh 
setb pl.5 
;setbl.4 will close the solenoid that forces 
;the gripper to close 
;setb pl.5 will close the solenoind, that when 
;open, forces the gripper to open 
mov brake released, #Olh 
clr pl.3 - ;clr pl.3 will lock the large joints 
;in thesis this is called disengaging the clutch ;------------------------------------------------------------------
;-- start of main program loop ;------------------------------------------------------------------
pc wait: 
-setb pl.6
clr pl. 7
;setb pl.6 will close the communication channel 
;to the joint controllers 
;clr pl.7 will open the comm channel to the PC 
;now set to transmit between PC and master 
mov rcap2h, iPCBAUDH 
rnov rcap21, iPCBAUDL ;set up proper baud to communicate with PC 
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clr scon.7 8 bit UART mode 
;the master controller will now wait for a message from the PC 
;character stuffing is used 
;the sequence STUFF CHAR+ 01 must be received to continue receiving 
;the message. this-keeps the two synchronized 
pc wait stuff: 
-clr Xi
jnb ri, $
mov a, sbuf 
cjne a, !STUFF CHAR, 
wait for stuffl: -
cTr ri 
jnb ri, $ 
mov a, sbuf 
;serial port will set ri (receive interrupt) 
;when it receives a byte 
; wait till you receive a byte fron the PC 
;received byte is in sbuf 
pc wait stuff - - continue waiting if not correct 
command character 
pc stuffl: 
-cjne a,-#Olh, pc_wa-it_stuff ;stuff_char .must be followed by 1 to continue
;the proper sequence has been received. continue receiving the message
;************************************************************************** 
;** begin receiving message from PC 
;************************************************************************** 
pc rec start: 
-clr-ri
jnb ri, $
mov a, sbuf
cjne a, iSTUFF CHAR, good 1st char ;check if the stuff char has been rec.
jmp Wait for stuffl ;stuff char has been received
good_i·st_cha"r: -
mov rO, #ARRAY START
mov @rO, a 
-
mov byte left, a
clr c 
-
subb a, #040d 
jnc pc_wait_stuff 
inc rO 
dee byte_left 
pc_rec_loop: 
clr ri 
jnb ri, $ 
mov @rO, sbuf 
mov a, @rO 
;first byte received is the total length of message 
;store length of message in location ARRAY START 
;only 40 bytes allocated for the array 
;message to large to be legal. > 40 bytes 
;move to next position in array 
;after dee, this is the number of bytes left to receive 
;wait fo:r next byte 
cjne a, #STUFF_CHAR, not_pc_stuff check if it is the stuff character 
; if not: proceed 
clr ri 
jnb ri, $ 
mov a, sbuf 
; stuff char received. Wait for next character 
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cjne a, fSTUFF_CHAR, pc_wait_stuff if next char is not stuffed, it is 
a command so leave loop. error cond. 
not_pc_stuff: 
inc rO 
djnz byte_left, pc_rec_loop ; loop if there are more bytes to receive 
;------- message has been totally received 
mov rO, -#MESG DEST 
cjne @RO, #MASTER_ADDR, joint_trans_start jump if the message is 
for one of the joints 
master do: 
mov-rO,-#COMMAND 
mov a, @rO 
;message is for master controller board 
; load the command for the master to perform 
; 
;now the master will find what the conunand is and perform the action 
;necessary before sending a return message 
' 
cjne a, #Olh, not_og 
;--- command is: 01 open 
mov grip open, tOlh 
mov grip-closed, #OOh 
setb pl.4 
clr pl. 5 
mov rO, #MESG DEST 
mov @rO, #55d­
gripper 
; turn off the solenoid which closes 
turn on the solenoid which opens the 
the gripper 
gripper 
jmp master_done ;master_done will load a standard success response 
not og: 
Cjne a, #02h, not_cg 
;--- command is: 02 close gripper 
mov grip closed, -#Olh 
mov grip-open, tOOh 
setb pl.5 
clr pl. 4 
mov rO, #MESG DEST 
mov @rO, #66d-
jmp master_done 
not cg: 
Cjne a, -#03h, not_tog 
;---command is release gripper completely 
mov grip closed, tOOh 
mov grip-open, tOOh 
setb pl .4 
setb pl.5 
mov rO, #MESG DEST 
mov @rO, #66d-
jmp master_ done 
not tog: 
Cjne a, #04h, not_rb 
;--- command is release brake so joints can move freely 
;--- in thesis command is engage clutch 
mov brake released, #Olh 
setb pl.3-
mov rO, #MESG DEST 
mov @rO, #77d-
jmp master_done 
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not rb: 
cjne a, #OSh, not_eb 
;--- command is to engage brake so joints are locked (disengage clutch) 
mov brake released, #OOh 
clr pl.3 -
mov rO,#MESG DEST 
mov @rO, teed 
jmp master done 
not eb: ;---= non-legal command has 
mov rO, .fARRAY START 
mov @rO, #02h -
inc rO 
mov @rO, #FAILURE 
jmp pc_trans_start 
been issued 
; signify that error has occurred 
; at pc_trans_start, will transmit 
master done: ;standard response 
;--- se't up array to signify a successful task completion 
mov rO, .fARRAY START 
mov @rO, f02h - length of return message 
;inc rO 
;mov @rO, iSUCCESS reply is that the task was performed 
jmp pc_trans_start 
,-------------------------------------------------- - --- -
;--- the message is to be sent to one of the joint controllers 
joint_trans_start: 
;--- set up to transmit to an 8751 in 9 bit mode 
mov rcap2h, #JBAUDH 
mov rcap21, .fJBAUDL 
clr pl. 6 
setb pl. 7 
setb scon.7 
mov rO, fMESG DEST 
clr ti 
-
setb tb8 turn on automatic addressing mode (AAR) 
back to pc 
mov sbuf, @rO send out address of joint. only 1 joint will 
be interrupted 
jnb ti, $ 
clr ti 
clr tb8 
mov rO, #ARRAY START 
mov byte_left,-@rO 
joint trans loop: 
cir ti -
mov sbuf, @rO 
inc rO 
jnb ti, $ 
turn off AAR 
number of bytes to send 
send a byte 
djnz byte_left, joint_trans_loop ; lo op till all bytes have been sent 
;--- done transmitting, 
clr ri 
call rec_time_out 
jnb ri 
mov a, 
,no joint resp 
sbuf 
-
now will wait for joint response 
will wait for a serial transmission from 
; the joint. Will return if a byte comes in 
; or the maximum time limit has been reached. 
; if no byte has come in then error condition 
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clr c 
subb a, 4040d 
jnc joint_msg_bad ; response message is too long, error 
mov rO, fARRAY START 
mov @rO, sbuf -
mov byte left, sbuf 
inc rO -
dee byte_left 
;--- receive the return 
joint rec loop: 
message from the joint 
;loop until the entire message has been received 
clr' ri-
call rec_time_out ;rec time out will wait a certain amount of time 
;for-a byte to be received. it returns immediately 
;when a byte is received 
joint msg bad ;if no byte was received, then joint controller jnb ri, - -
; is probably dead 
mov @rO, sbuf 
inc rO 
djnz byte_left, joint_rec_loop ; loop till all bytes received 
jmp pc_trans_start 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------
;--- transmit response back to FC 
pc trans start: 
-setb p1.6 ;close conununications to joints 
clr pl.7 ;open conun to PC 
mov rcap2h, #PCBAUDH
mov rcap21, tPCBAUDL
clr scon.7 ; 8-bit mode 
mov rO, #ARRAY START
mov byte_left,- @rO 
pc trans loop: ;loop until the entire message has been sent 
-clr tI
rnov sbuf, @rO
inc rO
jnb ti, $
djnz byte_left, pc_trans_loop
;--- all done with this round of communications 
jmp pc_wait 
;-----------------------------------------------------------------
;--- error message for condition 
no joint resp: 
of no response at all from joint 
-mov r0, #ARRAY START
mov @rQ, f03d -
inc rO
rnov @ro, tOOh
inc rO
rnov @rO, #"03h
jmp pc_trans_start
signifies a failure 
; signifies no joint response 
transmit this message back to PC 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------
;--- error msg. for condition of joint transmission interrupted 
joint msg bad: 
moV teinpz, rO 
mov rO, #ARRAY START 
mov @rO, fOSh -
inc rO 
mov @rO, IOOh signifies an error 
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inc rO 
mov @rO, #-02h 
inc rO 
mov @rO, tempz 
inc rO 
mov @rO, byte left 
; sign"ifies message interruption 
jmp pc_trans_start 
;-------------------------------------------------------- ---------
;-- rec time out subroutine 
;-- give" the-joint controller some time to send a byte, otherwise assume it is 
;-- not working or not plugged in 
rec time out: 
moV r7,-f0250d 
rte loop: 
mov-r6, #Offh 
rto loopl: 
jb r'i, rte done 
djnz r6, rto_loopl 
djnz r7, rto_loop 
rto_done: 
ret 
,------------------
; ==-===========-================================================�===� 
END 
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: * *** ** *** * * * * * *-* * * * *** *** *** **** * * * ** * * * * * ** ** ** * ** * * * * * ** * * * **** ** ** 
; * PUMA ROBOT ARM CONTROL PROGRAM 
* 
;* VICTOR TIRVA 5/l0/92 * 
;* 
* 
;* THIS IS A PROGRAM TO DEMONSTRATE THE CONTROL OF THE PUMA ARM
* 
;*********************************************************************
;THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE WRIST JOINT 
DEFINE THE SPECIAL REGISTERS FOR THE 87C5lFA 
econ equ Od8h 
cmod equ Od9h 
ch equ 0£9h 
ccapOh equ Ofah 
ccaplh equ Ofbh 
ccap2h equ Ofch 
ccap3h equ Ofdh 
ccap4h equ Ofeh 
cl equ Oe9h 
ccapOl equ Oeah 
ccapll equ Oebh 
ccap21 equ Dech 
ccap31 equ Oedh 
ccap41 equ Oeeh 
ccapmO equ Odah 
ccapml equ Odbh 
ccapm2 equ Odeh 
ccapm3 equ Oddh 
ccapm4 equ Odeh 
t2con equ Oc8h 
t2mod equ Oc9h 
rcap21 equ Ocah 
rcap2h equ Ocbh 
saden equ Ob9h 
saddr equ Oa9h 
peon equ 087h 
ARRAY_START equ 0200d 
JOINT_ID equ 02Qld 
COMMAND equ 0202d 
DATAl equ 0203d 
BAUDL EQU 
BAUDH EQU
;SLAVE..:,ID EQU
rnotor_on equ 070h 
diffrn equ 06fh 
diffl equ O 6eh 
DEFINE 
;DEFINE 
CONSTANTS FOR THIS SLAVE 
Of6H 
OffH 
OOld 
VARIABLES 
;if zero, motor is off
;DIFF IS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DESIRED, 
;AND ACTUAL 
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currrn equ 06ch 
currl equ 06bh, 
desm equ 069h 
desl equ 06Bh 
tcurrl equ 067h 
tdesl equ 066h 
pwm_period equ 065h 
tl timerL equ 064h 
tl:timerH equ 063h 
reverse factor equ 062h 
rnult_cg't equ 061h 
max_power_cgt equ 060h 
mult dgt equ 05fh 
rnax_jj"ower_dgt equ OSeh 
temp equ OSdh 
joint_power equ 05ch 
lastl equ 05ah 
lastm equ 059h 
ldiffl equ 058h 
ldiffm equ 057h 
moving_up equ 056h 
byte_left equ 050h 
start_rec_data equ 04fh 
mov_per equ 04eh 
percent equ 04dh 
goalh equ 04ch 
goall equ 04bh 
old mp equ 04ah 
fraCtion equ 049h 
num_change equ 048h 
dgh equ 047h 
dgl equ 046h 
last_time equ 045h 
slave_id equ 044h 
;CURR IS USED BY THE Tl ISR TO HOLD A 
;CURRENT VALUE WHICH WILL NOT CHANGE 
;DURING ITS CALCULATIONS 
;DES HOLDS THE DESIRED POSITION 
;TEMPl IS USED BY Tl ISR TO HOLD 
;A PARTIALLY MASKED CURRL 
;HOLDS A PARTIALLY MASKED DESL 
;the frequency of the PWM output is defined 
;by this. higher number -> higher frequency 
;tl timer defines the frequency of the timerl 
;interrupt 
; power factor when motor is above the desired 
; position 
max power when motor is above the desired dir. 
power factor when below position 
; temp variable used in serial isr 
; the position during the last timerl interrupt 
;the difference in position from the last timer! 
to the current timerl interrupt 
; true if moving in the up direction 
; index for serial receive/transmit loops 
true if about to receive 1st byte 
;ultimate movement destination 
;number of tics to move 
; if during last timerl interrupt where des 
; had an opportunity to change 
des increased, last time = 2 
des decreased, last-time = 1 
des was at goal, laSt_time O 
; the id of this joint 
;---- ---------------------------
erg OOh 
jmp begin 
org 003h 
jmp feedback_up 
org 0013h 
jmp feedback_down 
;interrupt vector for ext int O WHICH SIGNIFIES 
;MOVEMENT UP 
;interrupt vector for ext int l 
;MOVING DOWN 
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org OOlbh 
jmp tl_ISR ;interrupt for motor control by timer 1 
;Tl TIMES OUT AND CHECKS WHERE THE JOINT IS, 
;COMPARED TO WHERE IT'S DESIRED POSITION IS 
;????????????????????????????????????? 
' 
; serial interrupt vector 
org 0023h 
ljmp Serial_port_interrupt 
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
;+ START OF MAIN PROGRAM 
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
org 300h 
begin: 
mov sp, #0129d ;put the stack IN HIGH ON-CHIP RAM, 70 BYTES OF 
;STACK ARE AVAILABLE 
mov ie, UOOlllOlb ;set interrupts -serial,ti.merl,extl, extO 
mov ip, #-0000010lb ;set serial, timer 1 at low pri, extl,extO at high 
mov OBch, #Offh ;move a value into timer O, WHICH WILL CONTROL THE 
;PERIOD OF THE PWM OUTPUT 
mov tmod, #012h ;set tmod to timer O mode 2, set tl to model 
;TO - 8 BIT AUTO RELOAD, Tl 16 BIT, MANUAL RELOAD,RESTART 
setb pl.0 
setb pl.l 
setb pl.2 
mov a, pl 
; set 1.0 - 1.2 to one so the pins can be read 
those pins indicate the unique id of the board 
read the port 
anl a, #OOOOOlllb ; get low bits, this is the id of the board 
mov slave_id, a 
mov tcon, #0101010lb 
mov cmod, #04h ;set 
mov ch, #00 
mov cl, too 
;set teen to have timer0,1 
pea to be- timed by timer O 
;?????????????????????????????????????????? 
; serial port setup 
' 
init serial: 
M0V SCON, #OFOH 
orl peon, #040h 
on and falling edge for exint 
mov rcap2h, #BAUOH ; set up the baud rate 
mov rcap21, #BAUDL 
mov t2con, #034h 
;interrupt registers have already been set 
mov saddr, slave id 
mov saden, #Ollllllllb 
•??????????????????????????????????????? 
; -��d-�f·;��i�i·p��t·i�t����pt·········· 
mov last_time, #OOh 
mov pwm_period, #Oeeh 
mov tl timerL, #OOh 
mov tl-timerH, #OfOh 
mov reVerse factor, #04h 
mov mult cgt, #08d 
;initial values for variables 
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mov max_power_cgtr #0125d 
mov mult dgt r iOBd 
mov max_j;"ower_dgt, 10125d 
mov num change, #Old 
mov old�mp, #Old 
mov perCent, tOOd 
mov mov_per , old mp 
mov fraction, #OOh 
mov mator_on, #Old 
mov desm, iOBOh 
mov desl, iOOh 
mov OBch, pwm_period 
; an initial position 
;which will be changed when the arm is put in 
;the holster 
;r7,r6 HOLD THE CURRENT POSITION, WHICH IS TRUE ALWAYS, 
mov r7, fOBOh ;UNLIKE CURR. THE CURRENT POS - DESIRED POS INITALLY 
mov r6, -#"-OOOh 
mov goalh, #OBOh 
mov goall, fOOOh 
mav ccapml, #042h 
mov ccaplh, #OBd 
mov ccapll, f08d 
setb ccon.6 
mov ccaplh, #OOOd 
.----------
main_prg: cpl p2.0 
jmp main_prg 
; the goal to move to 
;set port 1.4 to be pwm {pulse width modulation) 
;TURN ON FCA 
;SET THE INITIAL DUTY CYCLE TO BE O 
; **I INVERTED THE PWM OUTPUT SO O IS NO VOLTAGE, 
;OPPOSITE TO THE MANUAL DEFINITION 
;it is all interrupt driven, so no main loop 
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++= 
;+ INTERRUPT SUBROUTINES 
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++= 
; ----------- - -
;- THE EXT O INTERRUPT ISR 
;- DOWN FEEDBACK 
;- ONE OF THE 4 BIT COUNTERS WILL CAUSE THIS INTERRUPT WHEN IT COUNTS 
;- 8 PULSE TRAINS IN THE DOWN DIRECTION ;-------------------------------------
feedback_down: 
push psw 
dee r6 
cjne r6, #255d, eOd 
dee r7 
eOd: 
; ISR for getting the feedback f'rom optical sensors 
;subtract 1 from 16-bit register r7r6 
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pop psw 
:reti 
·---------------------------------------
;- EXT 1 ISR 
;- OTHER COUNTER WILL CAUSE INTERRUPT TO SIGNIFY 8 TRAINS IN UP DIRECTION ·---------------------------------------
feedback_up:
push psw 
inc r6 
cjne r6, JOOd, eld 
inc r7 
eld: 
pop psw 
reti 
;add 1 to 16-bit register r7r6 
,----------------------------------------------------------------------
TIMER 1 INTERRUPTS EVERY TIME IT ROLLS OVER 
IT STORES THE CURRENT POSITION AND SEES HOW CLOSE IT IS TO THE DESIRED 
; IF NOT CLOSE, IT SETS A PWM VALUE, AND A DRIECTION TO GO TO ACHIEVE 
THE DESIRED LOCATION, IF IT IS CLOSE, IT SETS A LOWER PWM VALUE 
SO THAT IT DOES NOT OVERSHOOT AND OSCILLATE ;------------------------------------------------------- -------------
Tl ISR: 
push psw 
clr ie.7 
mov lastl, currl 
mov lastm, currm 
mov currrn, r7 
mov currl, r6 
setb ie. 7 
mov tll, tl timerL 
mov thl, tl-timerH 
setb tcon. 6-
;interrupt service routine £or timer 1 interrupt 
;disable interrupts while you get the current position 
; lastl will contain the low byte of the position 
;at the start of the last timer! interrupt 
; move the current position into CURR 
set the timer to interrupt again 
;-------------------------
; now adjust the desired position but only once every old_mp + 1/(255-fraction) 
; timerl interrupts 
djnz mov_per, no_des_change 
mov mov_per, old_mp ; reinitialize the counter 
clr c 
mov a, percent 
add a, fraction 
mov percent, a 
jc des_change
jz des change 
jrnp no=des_change 
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; time to change the desired position 
des_change: 
; reset counter 
mov a, goal! 
clr c 
subb a, des! 
mov dgl, a 
mov a, goalh 
subb a, desm 
mov dgh, a 
jc des gt goal 
mov a,-dgh 
jnz des lt goal 
mov a, dgl-
�nz des lt goal 
Jtnp no des-change 
des lt-goaT: 
mov-a,-last time 
; if desired position is below· goal, then 
;increase des by num change 
;if above, then decrease des by num change 
;if oscillating about goal, then set des to goal 
cjne a, #Old, keep up 
; last time, des de"creased, so it is oscillating around the desired poisition 
mov desm, goalh 
mov desl, goall 
mov last time, #OOd 
jmp no_d'es_change 
keep up: 
mov a, des! 
clr c 
addc a, num change 
mov desl, a-
mov a, desm 
addc a, #OOh 
mov desm, a 
mov last_tirne, #02d 
jmp no_des_change 
des gt goal: 
rnov-a,-last time 
;signify that the last time, des was increased 
cjne a, #02d, keep down 
;last time, des inCreased, so it is osc around the desired position 
rnov desm, goalh 
mov desl, goal! 
mov last time, #OOd 
jrnp no_des_change 
keep down: 
clr C 
mov a, desl 
subb a, nlim change 
mov desl, a-
mov a, desm 
subb a, tOOh 
mov desm, a 
mov last_time, #Old 
jmp no_des_change 
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no_ des_ change: ; now adjust the power to the motor to keep the 
; joint properly positioned 
mov a, motor on 
cjne a, tOOd� joint_powered 
mov ccaplh, fOOd 
jmp end_tl 
joint_powered: 
clr c 
mov a, currl 
subb a, desl 
mov diffl, a 
mov a, currm 
subb a, desm 
mov diffm, a 
jc des gt curr 
mov a,-diffm 
jnz curr gt des 
mov a, diffI 
;turn off motor 
; see if current position is below des 
;if carry, it is not so jump 
;curr below des 
jnz curr gt des 
mov ccaplh,-tOOd 
jmp end tl 
;curr below des 
joint is on target 
curr_gt_des: 
;----- ok curr greater then des 
mov a, diffm 
jnz use max cgt 
mov a, diffI 
mov b, mult cgt 
mul ab 
-
rnov joint_power, a 
mov temp, b 
mov a, temp 
jnz use_rnax_cgt ;can't output so much power, so use max power 
clr c 
mov a, joint_power 
subb a, max_power_cgt 
jnc use max cgt 
clr c -
-
mov a, currl 
subb a, lastl 
mov ldiffl, a 
mov a, currm 
subb a, lastm 
mov ldiffm, a 
jc clg good 
cjne a-; JOO, use max cgt 
clr c 
- -
mov a, ldiffl 
subb a, reverse factor 
jnc use_max_cgt-
clg good: 
clr-ie.7 
mov ccaplh, joint_power 
clr pl. 7 
setb ie.7 
jmp end_tl ·---------------------------'
shoved very hard, use max power to counter 
;shoved, use max power 
;disable interrupts 
; set pwm duty cycle 
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use max cgt: ; give the joint maximum power in the down direction 
clr-ie.7 
mov ccaplh, max_power_cgt 
clr pl.7 
setb ie. 7 
jmp end_tl 
;------------------- -----
;desired position is greater than the current position des gt curr: 
clr-c -
mov a, desl 
subb a, currl 
mov diffl, a 
mov a, desm 
subb a, currm 
mov diffm, a 
;-------
clr c 
mov a, diffm 
jnz use_max_dgt 
mov a, diffl 
mov b, mult dgt
mul ab 
-
mov joint_power, a 
mov temp, b 
mov a, temp 
jnz use_max_dgt 
clr c 
mov a, joint_power 
subb a, max_power dgt 
jnc use_max_dgt -
clr c 
mov a,lastl 
subb a,currl 
mov ldiffl,a 
mov a,lastm 
subb a,currm 
mov ldiffm,a 
jc dlg good 
cjne a; JOO,use max dgt 
clr c 
- -
mov a, ldiffl 
subb a, reverse factor 
jnc use max dgt­
dlg_good: -
clr ie.7 
mov ccaplh, joint_power 
setb pl.7 
setb ie.7 
jmp end_tl 
,----------------
;it is very far off, give the motor maximum power 
;after multiplying, the power output is greater than 
;max. so use maximum power 
; se'e if arm has been shoved 
;the arm has been shoved very far, so use max pow. 
; this sets the duty cycle of the PWM 
use_max_dgt: use max power in the up direction 
clr ie.7 
mov ccaplh, max_power_dgt 
setb pl. 7 
setb ie.7 
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jmp end_tl 
,-----------------------COMMON PART AGAIN 
end_tl: 
pop psw 
reti 
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
; serial port ISR 
; runs when the receive interrrupt or transmit interrupt occur 
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
serial_port_interrupt: 
push psw 
push ace 
jb ri , receive 
jmp transmit 
jump if it is a receive interrupt 
receive: 
jnb scon.2, not_rec addr jump if not an address byte 
rec_addr: 
mov a, sbuf 
cjne a, saddr, rec_addr_error ;jump if interrupted wrong joint 
;should never happen 
mov rO, #ARRAY START 
mov start rec data, #Old 
clr scon.5 -
clr ri 
clr ti 
pop ace 
pop psw 
reti 
;--------------------
rec addr error: 
Setb Scon.5 
clr ri 
pop ace 
pop psw 
reti 
;-------------------
; turn off AAR mode 
error so go back to AAR mode 
not_rec_addr: ;just received a data byte 
mov a, start rec data 
cjne a, tOld� reC_next_byte 
rec first byte: 
ffiov byte left, sbuf 
mov rO, #ARRAY START 
mov @rO, sbuf -
inc rO 
dee byte left 
mov start rec_data, #OOd 
; see if this is the first byte of the message 
if lst byte, then it contains the length 
; of the message including the 1st byt'e 
set up receive loop 
store 1st byte 
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clr ri 
pop ace 
pop psw 
reti 
;--------------------
rec next byte: 
inov @r'O, sbuf 
inc rO 
store subsequent data bytes 
djnz byte_left, rec_not done 
jmp done_receiving 
; if zero, then all done receiving message 
;--------------------
rec not done: 
Cir "ri 
pop ace 
pop psw 
reti 
done receiving: 
cTr ti 
clr ri 
still more bytes to receive 
; done receiving, so now perform task 
;------these tasks are pairs to the functions -in the file "robocom.c'' 
;;,·;,·,·;;,·,-;,·,·;;;;;;;;; 
mov rO, #COMMAND 
mov a, @rO 
cjne a, #OlOd, not_lO ;-------------------------
inc rO
mov pwm_period, @rO
inc rO
mov tl_timerL, @rO
inc rO
mov tl_timerH, @rO
inc rO
mov reverse_factor, @ro
inc rO
mov mult _cgt, @ro
inc rO
mov max_power_cgt, @rO
inc rO
mov mult_dgt, @rO
inc rO
mov max_power_dgt, @rO
jmp transmit success -
not 10: 
cjne a, tOlld, not_ll ;------------------------
mov motor on, #Old 
jmp 'transinit_success 
not 11: 
cjne a, #012d, not_l2 ;-----------------------
mov motor on, #OOd 
jmp transinit_back 
not 12: 
Cjne a, t013d, not_13 ;----------------------
mov rO, #COMMAND 
; load all pa ram 
;turn on motor 
;turn off motor 
;load new goal, speed 
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inc rO 
mov goall, @rO 
inc rO 
rnov goalh, @rO 
inc .rO 
mov old rrq;,, @rO 
mov mov�er, @rO 
inc rO 
mov fraction, @rO 
mov percent, *OOh 
inc rO 
mov num change, @rO 
clr ie .7 
setb ie.7 
mov last_time, tOOd 
jmp transmit_success 
not_13: 
cjne a, .Jt014d, ,-----------------not 14 °;load new current position and set goal and des to current 
mov rO, #DATAl 
clrie.7 
mov goall, @rO 
mov desl, @rO 
mov r6, goall 
inc rO 
rnov goalh, @rO 
mov desm, @rO 
mov r7, goalh 
setb ie.7 
mov last time, #OOd 
jmp tranSmit_success 
not_l4: 
cjne a, #OlSd, not_lS ;---------------------
mov rO, fDATAl 
mov pwm_period, @rO 
mov OBch, pwm_period 
jmp transmit_success 
not_l5: 
cjne a, #016d, not_16 ;---------------------
mov rO, -#DATAl 
mov tl timerl, @rO 
inc rO-
mov tl timerh, @rO 
jmp transmit_success 
not_l6: 
cjne a, f017d, not_l7 
inov goalh, desm 
mov goall, desl 
jmp transmit success 
not_l7: 
-
;load new pwm_period 
;load new timerl period 
; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
cjne a, #020d, not_20
; ------------------- - ;report current position 
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mov rO, #ARRAY START 
mov @rO, 41'04d -
inc rO 
mov @rO, #Old 
inc rO 
clr ie.7 
mov temp, r6 
mov @rO, temp 
,inc rO 
mov temp, r7 
mov @rO, temp 
setb ie. 7 
jmp transmit_back 
not 20: 
;indicates success 
stop interrupts 
; low byte of position 
; high byte of position 
Cjne a, t02ld, not_21 ;------------------- - ;report desired position 
rnov rO, #ARRAY_ START 
rnov @rO, #04d 
inc rO
rnov @rO, #Old 
inc rO
rnov @rO, desl 
inc rO
rnov @rO, desm 
jmp transmit_back 
not 21: 
Cjne a, 4022d, not 22 ,---------------------
rnov rO, #ARRAY START 
rnov @rO, #07d -
inc rO 
mov @rO, #"Old 
clr ie.7 
inc rO 
rnov temp, r6 
rnov @rO, temp 
inc rO 
mov temp, r7 
rnov @rO, temp 
setb ie.7 
inc rO 
mov @rO, desl 
inc rO 
mov @rO, desm 
inc rO 
rnov a, desm 
report all info back to high-level controller 
don't allow interrupts 
low byte of position 
high byte of position 
low byte of desired position 
high byte of desired position 
cjne a, goalh, not_same_pos 
mov a, desl 
cjne a, goall, not_same_pos 
mov @rO, iOl ;it is at the goal 
jrnp transmit_back 
not_same_pos: 
rnov @rO, tOOd 
jmp transmit back 
not_22: . . ."' 
mov 
rnov 
inc 
report that command 
rO, !ARRAY START 
@rO, lf03d -
rO 
it is not at the goal 
is unrecognized 
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mov @rO, #OOd 
inc rO 
mov @rO, 4099d 
jmp transmit back 
transmit success: 
mov rO, #ARRAY START 
mov @rO, #02d -
inc rO 
mov rO, #Old 
jmp transmit back 
; joint successfully performed task 
;;;;;;;;decode and perform task 
;;;;;;;; store response 
transmit back: 
mov rO, #ARRAY START 
mov byte left,-@rO 
jmp tranSmit 
;-------------------
transmit: 
; now send the response back to master 
; transmit interrupt occurred or 
;transmitting the first byte of return message 
see if there are any bytes left to transmit 
mov a, byte_left 
cjne a, #OOh, not_done_transmitting 
setb scon.5 
clr ti 
clr ri 
pop ace 
pop psw 
reti 
:-----------------
not done transmitting: 
Cir ti 
clr ri 
mov sbuf, @rO 
inc rO 
dee byte_left 
pop ace 
pop psw 
reti 
; done transmitting so put in AAR mode 
there are bytes left to transmit 
:????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????/ 
;end of serial !SR 
;==�======�========================================================== 
END 
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